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Technology, budget pressures
forcing two U. services to close
By Kara Hull
EDITOR-IN.CHIEF

Itsuo Inouye AP Ptwto
FIRM AGREEMENT: U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney, left, and
Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi shake hands prior to
their meeting in Tokyo yesterday. Cheney, was pledging support to
Koizumi in pressing ahead with plans to double Japan's noncombat forces in Iraq.

Cheney promises
US. help to Japan
ByTomRaum
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOKYO—Vice President Dick
Cheney thanked Japan's prime
minister yesterday for not giving
in to Iraqi insurgents and kidnappers who are demanding
withdrawal of Japanese troops
in exchange for the release of
Japanese hostages.
After Tokyo, Cheney was turning his attention to China, the
next stop on a tour of Asia that
also will take him to South
Korea.

light budget times coupled
with a fast-paced and everchanging business environment
are forcing two University services to be shut down in 2005.
University
administrators
recently announced plans to
phase out Printing Services by
Feb. 5 and Central Stores by June
30. Both areas are part of the
Materials Handling department
located at the Park Avenue
Warehouse near the Technology
Building.
The change will mean the
elimination of five full-time
positions, dropping the departments total staff to 15. Affected
employees will be offered other
available positions at the

University.
According to lane Schimpf,
assistant vice president of auxiliary services, both areas have
been running in the red for the
past three years with Printing
Services showing a deficit of
nearly $200,000 and Central
Stores near $160,000.
"Business practices have
changed over time and it no
longer became effective for the
University to provide these services," Schimpf said. "As auxiliary business units they must be
self-supporting and we could no
longer balance the budgets."
Printing Services—which has
been used in the past to print
business cards and letterhead
office supplies—has mainly
been undercut by technology,

said Chris Dalton, senior vice
president for finance and
administration.
According to Dalton, the
widespread usage of desktop
publishing as well as choosing to
provide information through email has eliminated much of the
need for a printing service on
campus. This trend has become
more noticeable as the
University continues to be
impacted by decreased funding
from the state, he said.
"People are going in that
direction because it saves
money," he said. "When departments don't have the hinds to
support this service, we can't
keep it."
And for Central Stores, which
has been a part of the University

since the early 1960s, specializing in storage areas for custodial
and office supplies, the service
isn't necessary with many
departments choosing to switch
to "just-in-time" delivery to save
money, Dalton said.
"If you're doing that, you don't
warehouse things," he said.
In addition to the closings,
Materials Handling, which is
also comprised of Inventory
Management
and
Postal
Services, including Stamper's
Postal and Copy Center, will be
reorganized into two work
groups while a new unit—
Shipping,
Receiving
and
Property Management— will be
in place by July 2,2005.

THE NO-NO

Cheney met with Prime
Minister (unichiro Koizumi in
an atmosphere of rising international tension over increased
violence and the holding of foreign captives in Iraq.
"We have consulted closely
with the prime minister and his
government to make certainwe
do everything we can to be of
assistance,"
Cheney told'
reporters.
He was to close his three-day
HELP, PAGE 2

U. group will plant
community garden
By Nicole Delisio
REPORTER

Hoping to plant seeds of
unity on campus, members of
the Environmental Action
Group will break ground for a
community garden by the end
of the month.
The garden will be located
near Lot 12 next to the Perry
Field House. This site was chosen because it has good visibility and provides room to grow.
The garden will consist of
vegetables, flowers and herbs.
While design plans have not
been finalized, raised flower
beds, a fence and a climbing
wall for vines are ideas that are
being considered.
Food production will be
important for the Campus
Community Garden. Plans for
the garden consists of two rows
of every vegetable available at
grocery stores. Although plans
are not finalized, the group is
considering donating the food
to a local venue such as
Squeakers.
For Jack Glass, a community
volunteer for the project, food

ELECTION

MM-

production will be the main
focus of the garden.
"Its definitely a vegetable garden," Glass said. "First and foremost we want to grow some
food."
Although gardens are often
used for food production, the
natural resources they contain,
the opportunity to mix environmental strategies organic recycling and rainwater collection
are other key aspects. These gardens also increase habitat space
for wildlife and insulate buildings during warm and cold
months.
According to Dena Swaney,
co-president of the EAG, the
idea for the community garden
originated during a visit to New
York.
"I became introduced to the
idea by vising South Bronx, NY,
and visiting a community garden there," she said. "I guess
gardening in general is a really
positive way to bring people
together and help people have
an awareness about oiganizaGARDEN, PAGE 2
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conference call with
Democratic candidate;
Inhn Kerry along With

several other Unlverslt)
publication! around
the area. Pick up
Wednesday's edition I«H
(In* lull story.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

M. Mrtzjar e
NEAR PERFECTION: Lindsay Heimrich(#20) led the Falcon Softball team to victory tossing a no-hitter to open yesterday's double header. She
took a perfect game into the sixth before walking two.

"It's just one of those things where you try not to think roi
rm. I tried not U
too worked up and just think about each pitch. I he defense did
oh."
LINDSAY HEIMRICH. S0FH0M0RL

Lecturer warns of 'supersized' lifestyle
By Brian Pauine
•EPOITEI

Extravagant living leads to
environmental degradation, Dr.
Richard Jackson, senior adviser
to the director of the Center for
Disease Control said in a lecture
Friday afternoon.
The lecture simulcast to local
health boards nationwide via
satellite and the internet
during the fifth annual Ned E.
Baker Lecture series hosted by
the University.
Dr. Richard Jackson, who previously worked for the California
Department of Health Services
before joining the CDC in
Atlanta, outlined local responsibilities related to national environmental health priorities.
Jackson opened the discussion by stating the greatest threat
to American's health is the mismanagement of funds.
"With as much as the U.S.
spends on health care per year,
we should be the healthiest peo-

ple on the planet," Jackson said.
One dollar in every seven
spent is on Health Care and the
purpose of Public Health is to
fulfill society's interest to be
healthy, the reality is much different though, funds are misplaced and less than three percent is actually spent on disease
prevention, Jackson said. As the
nation's population increases,
the number of aging citizens do
too. We become twice as expensive every 20 years and the burden keeps passing from generation to generation until
resources are tapped. While
financial responsibility is crucial
to the success of health care in
the future, current problems are
the focus of much debate, he
said.
Another issue of concern for a
growning population is the size
of houses and neighborhoods.
According to Jackson, as
Americans spend tens of thousands on starter mansions,

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

Mostly
Sunny

High: 56*
Low: 35"

homes and neighborhoods are
forced to expand. Jackson said
"McMansions" feature home
theater's completely equipped
with cinema quality seating and
sound. This has led to the need
for space and in Metro Atlanta
alone 58 acres of forestry have
been removed everyday for the
last 25 years. Supersized homes
leads to the want for supersized
vehicles and the popularity of
the
H2
proves
this.
Megahighways are the new
"landscraper" and transportation policies become health policies. The purging of landscapes
create a hotter and hotter environment forcing more air conditioner use leading to even more
air pollution, he said.
"I looked around and asked,
what are we doing to American
landscapes," lackson said.
Sprawl cities become a health
issue when more drivers are
introduced as the city becomes
less dense. Children deal with

Mostly
Sunny

High:64*
Low: 41*

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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the effects of an ever changing
environment and according to
lackson school age children who
have more contact with nature
are less susceptible to Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder or
ADHD.
"Every child has the right and
need to walk or ride their bicycle
to school," lackson said.
Lifestyle changes can improve
quality of health, Jackson said.
Major health epidemics are
sweeping the nation, and cases
of depression and obesity are on
the rise, he said.
Close to 19 million Americans
claim to have depression, a condition which cripples social
functioning and leads to feelings
of isolation and low self worth,
Jackson said. This condition can
be curbed quite easily, according
to lackson, with a steady diet of
social interaction and exercise.
"It is almost physiologically
impossible to exercise and be
depressed," lackson said.

SATURDAY

Mostly
Sunny

High: 68'
low: 49*

a**

Partly
Cloudy

High: 68"
Low: 50*
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Community garden
brings people together

U.S. must protect Taiwan
HELP, FROM PAGE 1

visit lo Japan wilh a visit to
Emperor Akihito and later a
speech on U.S.-Iapanese relations before heading to Beijing.
Before leaving for China,
Cheney told a symposium that
the relationship with lapan was
"one of the greatest achievements of modern industry."
In prepared remarks, Cheney
recalled then-President Reagan's
speech to the Japanese Diet 21
years ago in which he cited an
"old Chinese proverb: 'A single
arrow is easily broken, but not
three in a bunch."'
"The unity of America, Japan
and like-minded nations saw us
through the dark days of the Cold
War, and with that same unity we
will overcome the trials of today,"
Cheney said.
Ahead of Cheney's arrival,
China urged the United States
yesterday to stop adhering to a
law that requires Washington to

sell defensive weapons to
Taiwan.
By remaining committed to
the Taiwan Relations Act, the
United States is sending the
"wrong message to Taiwan independence forces," Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Kong Quan told the official
Xinhua News Agency.
The act has "infringed on
China's sovereignty and intervened in China's internal affairs,"
Kong said.
Under the Taiwan Relations
Act, the United States is pledged
to defend the island off southeastern China if it is attacked
from the mainland. The U.S. officially agrees that only one China
exists but wants the dispute to be
resolved peacefully by China and
Taiwan.
China's nationalist leaders fled
to Taiwan at the end of China's
civil war 55 years ago, but the
Communist Party-controlled
mainland still claims the island
as its territory. It has threatened

war should the Taiwan government begin formal moves toward
independence.
On Iraq, Japan has refused to
bow to demands that it withdraw
its roughly 530 ground troops
performing humanitarian missions, part of an eventual deployment of 1,100 noncombat
troops.
Kidnappers holding three
hostages have threatened to
burn them alive unless the
Japanese troops leave, but the
deadline has passed with no
indication the threat has been
carried out.
Japan's post-World War II constitution, drafted by the victorious United States, forbids
lapanese governments to send
forces abroad. Koizumi had to
have a special law enacted to
send the noncombat forces, and
the law specifies they can be sent
only to areas that are deemed
safe.
"We wholeheartedly support
the position the prime minister
has taken with respect to the

Ohio University
Master of Communication Technology & Policy

question of the Japanese
hostages," Cheney told reporters.
All three nations Cheney is visiting have seen civilians kidnapped in Iraq. Xinhua, the
Chinese agency, reported gunmen had kidnapped seven
Chinese in central Iraq. Eight
South Korean civilians were kidnapped late last wepk but were
released.
A senior administration official, briefing reporters on the
Cheney-Koizumi meeting on
condition of anonymity, said
Cheney and Koizumi had extensively discussed the increased
violence in Iraq and the holding
of foreign hostages.
Cheney told Koizumi he
expected countries that make up
the U.S.-led coalition in Iraq lo
come under maximum pressure
in the run-up to a planned June
30 turnover of civilian authority
to an interim Iraqi government,
the official said. The expectation
is that anti-U.S. forces would try
to torpedo the exchange of
power, the official said.

people think twice about throwing their banana peal away,"
Glass said.
Editor's Note: Anyone interested in working on the Campus
Community Garden should
attend FAG's next meeting on
Sunday in room 222 of the Union
at 7:30 p.m.

GARDEN, FROM PAGE 1

tional gardening."
Togetherness is not the only
thing a community garden can
accomplish. According to the
American
Community
Gardening Association, these
gardens also bring neighborhood development, beautification, recreation and therapy.
According to Jaclyn Mercede,
co-president of the EAG, the
Campus Community Garden
will raise awareness about food
and resources.
"It will teach people about
every day things they eat, and
also about natural resources
and how to utilize them," she
said.
Glass also envisions the community garden raising awareness about natural resources. He
said he thinks the garden will
make people more aware of the
environment
"I hope the garden will lend
more mindful ness to our immediate environment, making

"I hope the garden
will lend more
mindfulness to our
immediate environment, making
people think twice
about throwing
their banana peal
away,"
JACK 61ASS, VOLUNTEER

The first TV couple to sleep In the same bed
was Fred and Wilma Flintstone.
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Offering a distinctive one-year interdisciplinary degree ideal for those desiring
a rewarding educational experience in the field of voice and data networks —
the glue that holds the information economy together.
Leverage your undergraduate degree in economics, political science, business,
electrical engineering, telecommunications, computer science or MIS into a
major sector of national and international economies.
In the technology track learn and apply key technology concepts: Network
Theory & Infrastructure, Quality of Service, Network Assurance & Security,
Network Services & IT Integration. Voice over IP. Broadband & Wireless.
In the policy track leam and apply key network policy and management
concepts: Telecommunication Competition & Market Structures, International
Telecommunication, Telecommunication & Economic Development, Social &
Ethical Issues.
Solidify your abilities to substantially contribute to the future within:
• Corporate IT departments, such as Progressive Insurance
• Equipment vendors, such as Cisco
• Telecommunication Carriers and ISPs, such as AT&T
• Regulatory bodies at state, national, and international levels

REGISTER NOW

For additional information about how you can leverage your undergraduate
degree into the telecommunications networking field, go to
www.mcclureschool.info/graduate
The J. Warren McClure School of
Communication Systems Management

*

College of Communication

BGSU

Bowling Green State University
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Register now for summer classes and enjoy more
class options. It's the smart start. Call 419-433-5560 or
visit www.firelands.bgsu.edu for more information.

*BG News editor
summer 2004
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Course

Time/Day$

Term

Course

Time/Days

ASTR 201
ECON 202
EDAS 409
EDFI408
ENC 301
HDFS 106
HDFS 421
HDFS 423
"SYC 310
SOC 101
WS 200

1-4 pm MTWRF
8 30-11:30 em MTWRF
12-3:45 pm MTRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
8 30-11:30 am MTWRF
1 4 pm MTWRF
8:30-11.30 am MTWRF
9 am 12 pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF

6/1-7/2
(corn.)

3-6pmTR

HIST 206
IK 102
JOUR 100
MATH 095
MATH 115
MATH 120
MATH 126
MATH 131
MATH 213
PHIL 101
PHIL 319
POLS 110
POLS 347
PSYC 101
SOC 101
SOC 231

6-9 pm TWR
8-10 am MTWR,- 8 am F
IOam-12:15pmMTWR
1-4 pm TWR
10 am 1 pm TWR
8:15 am 12 pm MTWR
5 30 9:15 pm MTWR
8 15 am-12 pm MTWR
6-5 pm MTW
6-10:30 pm TR
6-10:30 pm MW
10 am-1 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
10 am-1 pm MTWR
6-9 pm TWR
10 am-1 pmMTW

6/14*6

BIOL 205
MATH 090

1-4:30 pm MTWR
6-1 pm TWR

7/6-8/6

AC I'M
ART 101
BIOL 332
EDTL 302
ENG 200
ENG 480/586
IK 102
MATH 115
MIS 200

7:45-10 am MTWR
1-4 pm MTWR
8:30 am 12:30 pm MTWR
9 am 12 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
8 am-5 pm f
6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pm TWR
6-9 pm MWR

7/18-7/2:

SOC 495/586

9 am-9 pm UMTWRF

5/10-6/11

EDHD 201

6/1 6/17

CS180

i0am-12pmMWR

6/1-7/2

ACCT 221
0IOL 101
■ IOI 331
CHEM 100
CR)U 395
ECON 203
ENG 111
ENG 112
ENG 200
ENG 342

H pm MWR
lam-llpmMWF
8:30 am 12:30 pm MTWR
6 9 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
6-9 pm MWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
7:45 10 am MTWR
7:45 10 am MTWR
7:45 10 am MTWR
10 am 1 pm MTW
6-9 pm MTW
1-4 pm TWR
10am-12:15pmMTWR
2-9 pm MTW

GEOG 230
HDFS 301
HDFS 420
HIST 205

Applications are due: 5 p.m. Friday, April 16th
204 West Hall

M

Term

Gfocm

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall.
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2004-2005 academic year

2004-2005 academic year

U

The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be cancelled due to low enrollment.

•The Gavel editor

•The Obsidian

1 -«*

IS *

Th ! nk
Summer

are now being accepted by the
University Board of Student Publications
for the following positions:

2004-2005 academic year

e*?

1

:>

Editor
Applications

•The Key yearbook editor
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UNIVERSITY

2004-2005 academic year

SUMMER

^
.*.
?

OHIO

•BG News editor

FOR

BGSU Firelands reserves the right to cancel a class for non-enrollment reason, beyond our control,
such at death or Illness of faculty members, etc.
Course descriptions are available on-line at www.bgsu.edu/catalog

BGSU
FIRELANDS

Interviews will be held on Wednesday, April 21st.

BGSU Firelands • One University Drive • Huron. Ohio • 419-433-5560 • www firelands bgsu edll

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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www.bgnews.com/campus

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE
Voting for the 2004-2005 USG president and vice president will take place this week until Thursday. Ballots will be
available from 10 am to 4 p.m. in the Union Lobby.
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rhe calendar of evcnls is lakcn from
hnpV/www.bgsaedu/calendar/cakndarJilml

9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Latino Preview Day
Sponsored by the Latino
Student Union.
308 Union

¥
?

;£

free to join us to see if this
group works for you. Contact
Maria DeRose for further
details:
mderose@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Vie Women's Center. 107 Uanna
Hall

I (I a.m. I 11.in.

USG Elections
Union lobby and Education
Bldg. steps

10 a.m. 2 p.m.

Sanctuary Info. Table
Sponsored by Sanctuary.
Union Lobby

10 a.m. ii<Mm

WFAL Promotional Table
WFAL will be promoting their
radio station and doing a
fundraising event.
Union Lobby

11 a. i n. 1 p.m.

ANO Promotion
Sponsored by Anime in
Northwest Ohio.
Union lobby

I (I a.m. a p.m.
SAGA Glass Art Sale
Sponsored by the Student Art
Glass Association.
Union Catteries

»l
jfc

^B
^^^^^^

entire 2004-2005 academic
year.
1103 OffeniiauerWest
6-8 p.m.
I low 2 Workshop on Sign
Language Basics - 5 Week
Series
For more information, contact
the Information Center in the
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, 419-372-2741.
Sponsored by BowenThompson Student Union
Programs.
375 Union
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Fast Energy. An Advanced
Course in Power
Workshop sponsored by the
Society of Success and
leadership.
lOlBOIscantpHall

11 .i.Ml. -' p.m.

Survey Solicitation
Sponsored by Higher
Education/Student Affairs.
Union lobby

10 a.m. :t::i(lp.m.

Box City Info. Table
1 labitat for Humanity will be
selling tickets for their Box City
fundraiser, to be held on April
16-17.
Union Lobby

7 p.m.
"Calling Up Papi!"
Sponsored by the Latino
Student Union.
Union Tlieater

11 a.111. i p.m.

Voter Registration and
Information Table
Sponsored by College
Democrats.
Union Lobby

7:30-8:30 p.m.
Writers Group at the Women's
Center
Vie Women's Center, 107 Hanna
Hall

2-6 p.m.
WBGU Promotional Table
Union lobliy

10- 11a.m.
Dissertation Writing Group for
Women
An interdisciplinary group
open to any woman in the
writing process of her program,
whether at the
preliminary/comprehensive
exam stage or the dissertation/thesis stage. Please feel

3:30 p.m.
Education Abroad Pre-departure Orientation
This session is for all students
who will study abroad during
summer 2004, fall 2004 or the

7:30 p.m.
Music from Bowling Green at
the Manor House: Winner of
the 5th Annual Dr. Marjorie
Conrad Peatee Art Song

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

Competition
Concert series featuring students and faculty from the
College of Musical Arts. Free
and open to the public.
Wildwood Metropark. Toledo
8 p.m.

Graduate String Quartet
The Graduate String Quartet
features master's candidates in
performance. Free and open to
the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Outer
8 p.m.

Ring World: Saturn - its rings &
moons & the Cassini- Huygens
Space Mission
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium, SI donation suggested.
BGSU Planetarium-112
Physical Sciences lob Bldg.
8:15 p.m.
"Lord of the Rings" comes to
life in the Union Ballroom ...
A "lard of the Rings" costume
contest will precede the showing of "Ixird of the Rings: The
Return of the King" at 9:30 p.m.
in Union Ballroom.
Registration for the contest
begins at 8:15 in the Union
ballroom. Costume attire is
"Lord of the Rings" and the first
place prize is a S50 Gift card to
Meijer along with other 2nd
and 3rd place prizes!
Lenhart Crantl Ballroom
9 p.m.
Rainbow Dayz Panel
All campus panel sponsored by
Vision.
115 Education Building
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie: "D)rd of the Rings:
The Return of the King"
Sponsored by University
Activities Organization.
Unliart Crantl Ballroom

THE BLOTTER
required at night on
Thursday:
Pike.
Bruno Drummond,
Bowling Green, Ohio,
Daniel Fogleson.
Berea, Ohio, was cited
was cited lor not having
for disorderly conduct
headlights on at night
and underage conon Thurstin Avenue.
sumption in Champan
Todd Owen, Bowling
Hall.
Green. Ohio, was cited
A student, who cut
lor a stop sign violation
on Mercer Road
his hand on glass in
Olfenhauer West, was
Drug suspicion under
transported by ambuinvestigation in
Commons.
lance to Wood County
The shuttle supervi| Hospital
Complainant reported
sor discovered damage
ketchup was thrown all
to a University owned
van.
around the men's
Judith Jackson,
restroom in the Union.
Complainant reported
Bowling Green, Ohio,
a laptop computer was
was cited tor a stop
stolen from the
sign violation on East
Technology Building
Merry.
A vehicle was report
ed damaged while
Friday:
parked in Lot 12.
An ill student in Kohl
Complainant reported
Hall was transported to
all four hub caps were
Wood County Hospital
stolen from her vehicle
by the Bowling Green
while parked in Lot 6.
Fire Department.
Complainant reported
Heath Gordon, Plain
City, Ohio, was cited for
unknown person(s)
broke a window in the Pi
a stop sign violation
Kappa Phi house.
and two headlights

The vehicle of
Kathryn Carucci. Mason.
Ohio, was backing from
a parking space and
struck the vehicle of Pat
Patton, Bowling Green,
Ohio, who was driving
west through Lot G.
Inappropriate writing
was written on a door in
Ashley Hall.
Saturday:
Jonathan Serie,
Urbana. Ohio, was cited
for two headlights
required at night on
East Wooster Street
Clayton R Nickell.
Sylvania. Ohio, was
cited for criminal mischief in Lot 7.
Shelly Brandenstem,
Columbus. Ohio, was
cited for speed on Poe
Road.
A disturbance was
reported on the BGSU
Softball Field Officers
spoke to individuals .
involved.

Chances that an
American lives
within 50 miles of
where they grew up:.
1 in 2.

CX

Registration for Fall 2004 begins
today for Sophomores.
Sponsored by Advising Network

SALES

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS
• "Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
■ Cable provided at all locations
• Central air & heat
• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library. Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
"WALK ON OVER"

L

Take Your
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

(419) 352 -0164

www.universitycourts-uvillageapartmenls.com

C

O

L

L

E

OHIO

As awareness ot public health issues and needs increases, so do Ihe
career opportunities in the fields of environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology. Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmful factors such as chemical spills; air. waste,
soil, and food contaminations; harmful work practices; and bioterronst
activities. These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational health programs, and
work in a variety of settings such as:
• Manufacturing and service industries
• Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels (i.e., EPA, OSHA>
• Health-care organizations
■ Research facilities
The Department of Public Health at MCO offers a Master of Science in
Occupational Hearth degree with an ASAC ABET-accredited major in
Industrial Hygiene, as well as, a CEPH-accredited Master of Public
Health degree program, as part ol the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Health, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Health,
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include:
• Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doctorally prepared
• Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate most
work schedules
■ Small class size that allows for more individual attention
• Excellent, hands-on fieldwork opportunities

Heating Begfp with Knowledge

Application* for Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-5356, malderman@mco.edu or visit our Web site at:
httpJ/www.mco.edu/allrVpubhealth.

I

We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.
Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
Bonus Incentives
• April - August
Valuable Sales Experience
* Must have own Car'
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@bgnet.bgsu.edu

LAST TWO DAYS TO APPLY! DEADLINE APRIL 14TH.

Check out these listings!
lOOOrdway: Ibdrm in Courtyard setting. S385.00
100 1/2 Ordway: 1 bdrm in Courtyard setting. $355.00
102 Ordway: 1 bdrm in Courtyard setting. $350.00
102 1/2 Ordway: 1 bdrm in Courtyard setting. $395.00
108 Ordway: 1 bdrm in Courtyard setting. $315.00
(All the above have a washer & dryer on the premises.)

13642 Klopfenstein Road: 3 bdrm home located 5 minutes from BG. Washer/dryer hookup.
Large yard w/deck. $995.00 per month.
507 E. Merry #5,7: Two bdrm furn. Apt. Located across from Campus. New windows,
furniture, etc. $525.00 12 MO & $625.00 9 Mo. Price is for two occupants per apartment.

Located above Downtown Businesses:
114 S. Main #11: located above Wizard Graphics. 1 bdrm apt with Washer/dryer on premises.
$400.00 per mo. 12 month lease. $500.00 for 9 month lease.
117 N. Main #5: located above Call of the Canyon. 1 bdrm apts with Washer/dryer on
premises. Dishwasher in each apt. $380.00 for 12 month lease. $480.00 for 9 month lease.
311 S. Main #A: Large 2 bdrm apt. Off Street parking. $575.00 per month.
128 W. Wooster #B: Efficiency apt. FREE WATER & SEWER $255.00

419-352-5620
332 SOUTH MAIN STREET BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.newl overentals.com newloveinfo" newloverentals.com

NEWIPVE
Rentals
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OPINION

"It all happened so quickly, it was spinning
before I knew it."
ASHLEY RF.VF.LL, 32, who sold all his possessions, including his clothes, and
bet his life savings — $135300 — on a single spin of a Las Vegas roulette wheel.
He won.
(Itaitm)

Kerry and MoveOn.org dorft mix

UW1RE
LI-WIRE Editorial • Virginia Tbch
Karlier thus week the lohn
Ket i y campaign acknowledged
thal/ach Lxlcy. MovcOn.org's
political action committee's special projects director, will be joining the Kerry team as the director of online communication
and organization.
MoveOn.org is a left-wing,
pro-l )emocrat organization
established during the Clinton
impeachment scandal. The
group's agenda has been decidedly against President Bush, and

"

Republicans have raised concent
about it being Kxi closely tied to
the Kerry campaign.
In fact. President Bush's campaign filed a complaint with federal authorities last week accusing the Kerry campaign of illegally coordinating with MoveOn.org
and the group's private campaign functions.
Tliis situation is at best dubious. The obviously questionable
nature of Iixlcy's employment
must be recognized by Kerry,

who should endeavor to clearly
disassociate himself and Exley
from MoveOn.org.
Anyone who leaves a group or
company in good graces brings
with him contacts and relationships that generally supercede
organizational boundaries.
Exley is potentially a back
channel liaison in the position to
circumvent, rather than break,
the law. Considering the specific
guidelines provided by federal
law for campaign financing and

A perfect body? Keep dreamirf
JESSICA
FAUSNAUGH
Opinion Columnist
"Aren't you eating lunch, ham"
you ask your friend sitting across
from you as you chomp into a
beautiful and glorious "Ir. Bacon
Cheeseburger."
"Oh, I uh... had a big breakfast," she answers rather guiltily.
You look at her sternly. "I'm really
not hungry," she insists.
You shake your bead. You
know there's something else
going on, because her nonchalant glances at your burger look
like they belong to a ravenous
predator — she's starting to chew
her lip like it tastes appetizing.
This is an all too familiar scenario, isn't it?
Perhaps you have been the
concerned friend, or the one
who has occasionally skipped a
meal because of the baffling
non-existent "big breakfast
What motivates people to do
these kinds of things, skipping
meals and starving themselves?
What motivates them to deny
their body's physiological needs
and try to deceive troubled spectators of their unhealthy habits?
In a recent study of 13,003
women between tire ages of 1822, only 25 percent of women in
the "healthy weight" category
were satisfied with their weight.
To my understanding that
means that a staggering 75 percent of a group of perfectly
healthy women were unsatisfied
With their bodies and wanted to
lose weight.
Why is this? Well, we are sur-

rounded with marketing campaigns and television programs
which "censor" reality and
emphasize youth, beauty and
thinness.
We are told that we can and
should alter our body'flaws" in
order to reach the ideal. In fact,
the diet, exercise and the cosmetic surgery industry make a
lot of money on this emphasis.
This promotion of the perfect
body makes people feel inadequate and insecure, prompting
them to take drastic measures to
reach "perfection."
How many times does a
woman check the scale in a
wick, or a day? flow many times
does a man size up competition
in comparison with himself?
Self-esteem nowadays seems
dependent on how people look.
It's hard for a woman to feel confident when she views herself as
too tall, ugly and fat. In the case
of men, it's equally hard for them
if they buy into the "tall, dark and
handsome" fable, especially if
they feel they are "too short"
If we feel that we must attain
(his "perfect" body in older to be
found appealing and attractive,
then we push ourselves all the
more to reach it.
Well, guess what giris? There
are guys who like large, small,
thin, tall and everything in
between. Whoever you are and
whatever you look like, there are
people out there who will find
you attractive.
Guys, there are many women
who don't prefer muscle-bound
men (think about it, cuddling
against a cement wall doesn't
sound very appealing), and
some prefer snort Sensitivity is a

huge plus. Bring her flowers.
She'll forget quickly that you
aren't Arnold Schwarzenegger or
Brad Pitt
Besides, just because you sec
yourself a certain way doesn't
make it true. In comparison to
my nephews, I'm tall. In comparison to my father, I'm short. In
comparison with a pro-basketball player, I'm really short.
Body image is the way you see
yourself. It doesn't determine
your appearance to others, and it
doesn't make it accurate.
Your body is unique and wonderful in its own way. You don't
have to be thinner or more
attractive. Someone will love you
the way you are.
Ireus on the body parts that
you like, and stop comparing
yourself to others. Play sports,
eat healthy, don't diet excessively,
straighten up, smile and look
straight ahead.
Now, while I want to emphasize not starving yourself
because of feelings of inadequacy, I'm not trying to downplay
being healthy. If you are overweight, know it and want to be
healthy, exercise regularly and
eat healthier. Take a walk outside
instead of watching a movie. Eat
celery and raisins instead of
potato chips.
I lowever, you don't have to
aspire to any ideal perception of
perfection to be appreciated.
Accept yourself, and make yourself worthy of love.

organizations, Kerry must make
a very public and visible demonstration of Exley's separation,
although even that will leave
doubts in many minds.
Although the nature of this
new move from the Kerry campaign seems to be strictly extra
legal — there is no irrefutable
way to prove that Exley will
maintain contact with
MovcOn.org for the purposes of
strategic organization — the
Republican campaign is reason-

able in its official complaints.
The law is indeed the law and
any group who pushes the
boundaries is deserving of
scrutiny.
While it seems unlikely that
any illicit behavior will be uncovered, voters should take into
account the actions of Kerry.
Voters should consider whether
this sort of deliberate operation
within an ethical gray area is
worthy or appropriate for the
White I louse.

Prevent AIDS: Get
PEOPLE tested, ask questions
ON THE STREET
What would a USG
candidate have to do
to get your vote?

STEPHEN WILLIAMS
GRADUATE, MPA
"Address the parking
issues."

BOB HABERECHT
FRESHMAN, INTEGRATED
SOCIAL STUDIES

"Buy me a lot of stuff"

E-mail Jessica with comments
at jfansna@bgnet.bpu.etlu.

•DITOII
The actions of
one do not
speak for all
I am highly disturbed by the
letter to the editor submitted by
Andrew Turski that appeared in
Friday's edition of the BG News.
In his letter, Turski accused the
College Democrats of stealing
copies of the Renegade Review,
and I can assure the campus
community that my organization
has far better things to do.
Since I was in New York City all
of last week for a conference, I
was not even aware of this situation until I received several
phone calls from friends to
inform me of Turski's column.
It is my understanding that

one individual is responsible for
taking copies of the Renegade
Review, and this person does
happen to be a member of my
organization. 1 lowever, Turski
made it sound as if this activity
was systematically planned by
myself and executed by members of the College Democrats.
Neither my organization nor
myself will take responsibility for
one person's foolish actions.
Although I am not prone to agree
with what is printed in that conservative literature, I fully believe
students have the right to read it
and take it for what it's worth.
What concerns me most about
Turski's article is how he uses
boMlcgg accusations to undermine my integrity. Anyone who
truly knows me will attest to my
good character and knows that I
have never tried to advance any

political agenda within the
Undergraduate Student
Government (USG).
If anyone's integrity deserves
to be questioned, it should be
Drew Turski's for failing to uncover the truth and then proceeding
to make public accusations
against me. USG elections have
nothing to do with partisanship;
rather, they are about choosing
people who can guarantee their
peers that they will make the
University the best place possible
for their undergraduate experience.
This is illustrated by the fact
that Alex Wright and I have come
from opposite political parties to
form a USG Presidential/Vice
Presidential ticket that will take
action to create a better BG.

Kerry must demonstrate that
no underhanded relationships
will exist between the campaign
and MoveOn.org to prove otherwise.
Having said that, groups and
individuals have a distinct right
to expression, especially concerning issues pivotal to the
democratic process. It is for this
reason that it is Kerry's personal
responsibility to distinctly
divorce his campaign from coordination with MoveOn.org

KAMI PITSENBARGER
FRESHMAN,
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.
"Buy me ice cream."

Opinion Columnist
Many people are sexually
active in college. While this is a
place where many students feel
the need to get their freak on,
they should all be cautious in
doing so. Everyone who had
once been sexually active or
who is currently sexually active
should go get tested for si us.
There is no valid reason why
any of these people shouldn't
It doesn't matter how many
people a person has had sex
with, or what other sexual
things he or she may have done,
diseases still exist and anyone
can acquire them.
This issue is bigger than all of
us. AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases are killing
millions of people every year.
Don't believe me? Here are the
facts according to the Time 2004
Almanac
In 2002, there were five million people worldwide that contracted the AIDS virus. Fortytwo million people were living
with AIDS in 2002 and 3.1 million of them died. Since the epidemic began in the early 70s or
early 80s, 27.9 million have died
from it.
Don't think that just because
Africa has the largest amount of
people with AIDS that the U.S.
is free from the disease — people travel. As of December 2002,
there were 980,000 adults and
children living with AIDS in the
U.S, of which 45,000 were newly
affected.
Keep in mind that these
numbers are solely based on the
reported figures. There are likely
many more people who have
HIV/AIDS who are unaware of it
because they are not experiencing any symptoms.
I've come into contact with
individuals who have said they
have only had sex with one person in their life and therefore
feel that is reason for them not
to go get tested because they are
clean. What they fail to realize is
not only have they had sex with
that one person, but also every

"Make me
vice-president."

SARA KAMINSKI
STUDENT

Email Jeremy with comments
atjduJxtis@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Tuesday's Joke of the Day

SARAH WILSON
FRESHMAN, PSYCHOLOGY

individual that their sex partner
had sex with as well. Why do so
many people often forget that?
They don't want to face the
facts.
I've come across guys who
like to brag about all the sexual
things they do at college. Many
self proclaim themselves as
"playas" or "pimps." That's line,
but there is nothing playa or
pimp about doing many sexual
things and not being careful
about it.
To do these things and not be
responsible and go get tested is
foolish.
Girls are not excluded either.
You can be low-key about your
sexual activity all you want but
in the end, the truth is always
revealed.
Go get tested. Don't just do it
for yourself, do it for those who
you may be sexually involved
with.
Some might argue that in the
heat of the moment, the last
thing one's partner is thinking
about is whether or not his or
her partner has gotten tested. I
agree.
At the same time, it's better to
be safe than sorry. Ask them if
you are comfortable and if it is
at all possible before you even
get in that situation.
Another good question to ask
before everything goes down is
how many partners your soon
to be partner has had. If they
refuse to answer that question
because of shame or some
other reason, don't mess with
them. That's the least they could
da
All actions have consequences, whether they are negative or positive. We are all
responsible for our own actions.
If someone is going to be sexually active and it doesn't matter
what sexual activities you do,
then he or she should have the
decency to go get tested.
What you don't know when it
comes to AIDS and other STDs
can hurt you, but what you do
know can only set you free. Go
get tested — it would be beneficial to you and others.

Yesterday Jacobs Field unveiled a new scoreboard that cost $7 million. I don't see the point.
Why spend money on a new scoreboard when
the home team never puts up any runs on it?
CARRIE WHITAKER. MANAGING EDITOR
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be

POLICIES

fewer than 500 words. These are usu- j
ally in response to a current issue on
tin University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.

Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
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Columns may be published online.
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GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These j
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MATTHOFNER, COPY CHEF
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STAMPEDE AT BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION KILLS 21
LUCKNOW, India (AP) — Thousands of people crowding into a park for a
politician's birthday celebration yesterday caused a stampede that left 21
women and children dead, officials said. Thousands of people had gathered under a huge white canopy to celebrate the birthday of Lalji
Tandon, the state's opposition leader. The stampede began when rumors
spread through the crowd that there were no more saris to give away.
A saris is a type of body wrap.

WORLD

Cease-fire holds in Fallujah
Sadr's representatives in negotiations with Iraqi Shiite political
parties on ending the U.S. standoff.
One of the U.S. demands in the
talks was the return of police and
government control in all three
cities al-Sadr's militia took over—
Najaf, Kufa and Karbala. The
Americans, who are not taking
part in the talks, also demanded
the dissolution in the al-Mahdi

20 miles south of Baghdad.
Witnesses said three people were
killed.
A supply truck was also
ambushed and set ablaze yesterday on the road from Baghdad's
airport. Looters moved in to carry
away goods from the truck as
Iraqi police looked on without
intervening.
An attack on a convoy Sunday
killed a Romanian working for a

The casualty figures we have
received from the enemy are
somewhere about 10 times that
amount, what we've inflicted on
the enemy," he told a Baghdad
press conference.
About 600 Iraqi dead were
recorded by the main hospital
and four clinics in Fallujah. hospital director Rafie al-lssawi told
The Associated Press.
He said most were women,
Army.
children and elderly, but refused
"It
was
a
tough
week
The military
company, to give their exact numbers, saylast week and my
said it had the
Romania's ing that doing so would suggest
cities of Kut, prayers and thoughts ambas- that the remaining dead —
Nasiriyah
and
sador to young, military-aged men —
Hillali under conare with those who Iraq said, were all insurgents, which he said
Two was not the case.
trol.
pay the ultimate
Lt.
Gen.
German
The commander of U.S. forces
Ricardo Sanchez
price for our securi- security in the Middle East, Army Gen.
guards lohn Abizaid, accused Arab telesaid he did not
ty"
were killed vision networks Al-lazeera and
know where alSadr was, but he
on a high- Al-Arabiya of broadcasting false
GEORGE BUSH, PRESIDENT
was last known to
way last reports that American troops
week, were deliberately targeting civilbe in Najaf. Iran
denied rumors that al-Sadr had prompting Germany to urge all of ians in Fallujah.
sought asylum there.
"They have not been truthful in
its citizens to leave Iraq yesterday.
Two relief groups, the Danish their reporting," Abizaid said of
"The mission of U.S. forces is to
kill or capture Muqtada al-Sadr. Refugee Council and the Dan the two television stations. "They
That is our mission," Sanchez Church Aid, pulled their workers haven't been accurate. And it is
out of Iraq because of the increas- absolutely clear that American
said.
A tenuous cease-fire was hold- ing violence.
forces are doing their very best to
Three U.S. Marines were killed protect civilians and at the same
ing in Fallujah. but more U.S.
forces maneuvered into place Sunday in Anbar province, the time get at the military targets
around the city, and comman- area that includes Fallujah, the there."
In all, about HMO Iraqis have
ders said they were not yet ready military said yesterday without
giving further details An attack been killed in a week of fighting,
to negotiate with the insurgents.
The military has been trying to on an Army patrol in Samarra. 60 according to an AP count based
regain control of supply routes miles north of Baghdad, killed a on statements by Iraqi hospital
after several convoys were soldier from the 1st Armored officials, U.S. military statements
ambushed and at least 10 truck Division and injured four others and Iraqi police.
President Bush prepared
drivers kidnapped. Nine were on Sunday.
U.S. Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitt Americans for the possibility of
released, but an American —
Thomas Flamill of Macon, Miss. yesterday released the first hill more U.S. casualties.
casualty statistics since wide"lt was a tough week last week
— remained a captive.
Yesterday, a convoy of flatbed spread fighting enipted on April and my prayers and thoughts are
with those who pay the ultimate
trucks carrying Ml 13 armored 4.
"The coalition casualties since price for our security,' Bush said.
personnel carriers was attacked
and burned on a road in latifiya, April 1 tun about 70 personnel....

By Abdul-Quader Saddi and Lourdes
Havarro
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FALLUJAH, Iraq — Under
pressure from the U.S. military, a
Shiite Muslim cleric withdrew his
militia yesterday from police stations and government buildings
in three key southern cities where
they seized control last week.
Elsewhere, there were daring
insurgent attacks on U.S. supply
convoys yesterday. The military
reported two American soldiers
and seven employees of a U.S.
contractor had been missing for
at least two days after a convoy
ambush in the Sunni Triangle
region west of Baghdad.
Militants yesterday released
seven Chinese civilians who were
kidnapped a day earlier in
Fallujah, China's Xinhua news
agency said. An Iraqi official said
12 foreign hostages had been
released Monday, but he gave no
details. Three Czech journalists
Ha MqwN> Photo were still missing and believed
abducted.
SEARCH AND RESCUE: Rescue workers search for survivors in the colThe top U.S. military
lapsed building in Nuevo Progreso, Mexico, Saturday. A propane tank explo- spokesman, meanwhile, said
about 70 Americans and 700
sion ripped through a restaurant Saturday morning at the Mexican border
insurgents had been killed this
with Texas, killing at least six people and injuring several more. The tank
month, the bloodiest since the
exploded at about 8:30 a.m. at the Red Snapper restaurant, located about
fall of Baghdad a year ago.
two blocks from a bridge over the Rio Bravo connecting Mexico with the
In Najaf, a lawyer representing
United Stales.
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr said
police were back on the streets
and in their stations for the first
time since the al-Mahdi Army
militia took control last week.
Witnesses and police in Karbala
and Kufa said the militiamen had
pulled back there as well.
"Al-Sayed al-Sadr issued
instructions for his followers to
leave the sites of police and the
By Oiga R.Rodriguez
government,"
said
lawyer
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NUEVO PROGRESO, Mexico — Mexican soldiers and American fire- Murtada al-Janabi, one of alfighters searched through debris Sunday, a day after a gas explosion
killed six people and injured more than a dozen others in this Texas
border town.
It was unclear if more people were still trapped in the rubble.
Mexican authorities had received no reports of missing people, but
%t
were exploring the wreckage with care in case survivors remained.
Emergency workers from the McAllen, Texas, Fire Department were
helping in the search using rescue dogs and thermal imaging equipSUN-WED. 10AM TO 2AM
Since
ment to search for survivors.
THUR.-SAT. 10AM TO 3AM
Mexican authorities said a gas leak Saturday triggered an explosion
at about 8:30 am. that leveled a two-story cement building containing
a restaurant and clothing stores. The blast also flattened a neighboring
three-level shopping center where a dentist office, pharmacy and souvenir shops were located.
FRESHEST BREADS
FINEST MEATS
Six people were killed by the explosion, and 14 remained hospitalized — three in critical condition, said Raul Herrera, a Nuevo Progreso
I personally select tie rery lest
My thick-sliced /grain whole
police officer.
wheat lid authentic French
aeats available. Tlat means ao
Witnesses said the ground shook and a thick cloud of dust filled the
pressed, loraed. or filed aeats
treads ire aide (tea ay owa
air in the shopping district located about two blocks from the internasecret recipe usii{ all-natural
on ay sandwiches. Only juicy
tional bridge over the Rio Grande that connects Mexico and the United
while turkey breast.choice roast
ingredients, then liked Iresl
States.
heel, smoked Virginia Ian. aad
right here i« the note throufhout
Jacobo (lay tan, 27, had just finished mopping the floor in front of his
real wood-smoked bacoa.
tie diy, eicry day.
candy stand in the entrance to the shopping center when he heard a
loud thud and felt a gust of wind lift him from the ground.
"When I got up, I was bleeding and had pieces of glass all over my
body," Gaytan said. His whose face and arms were covered with cuts.
Investigators said the blast, which shattered windows up and down
Os koaeaade fresl-kaked French Iread.
the street, appeared to be accidental.
"It's known it was a gas leak, but whether it came from the restaurant
or the dentist office is still under investigation," said lose Cerecedo,
#1 PEPE
director of public safety for Nuevo Progreso.
Haa, preioleae, lattice, taaata, & aaya.
The town of 15,000 across the U.S. border from Progreso, Texas, is a
popular tourist destination. The affected businesses were closed but
#2 BIG JOHN
employees were in the buildings cleaning and preparing to open,
least heel, lattice, taaata. t aaya.
Cerecedo said.

Explosion levels
building in Mexico
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WE DELIVER!
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BOWLING GREEN
1616 [AST W00STER

352.7200

GOURMET SUB SANDWICHES
$3.50

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
2 Bedroom

Townhouses
Furnished

3 Bedroom

Townhouses
Furnished

1 Half & Full Bath

1 Half & 1 Full Baths

Full basement
Air conditioned

Full Basement
Washer/Dryer
Hookup

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

FRESHEST VEGGIES

BEST INGREDIENTS

I use only the freshest, hestest
veggies arouad. They're sliced
daily ii the store and seier
treated or bagged lor use some
other day. That aeaas crisp, fresh
lettuce, tomato, onion, sprouts,
and cucuaber.

The world's greatest gourmet
sandwiches call lor the world's
(reitest ingredients. So I oaly
use teal Hcllmann's mayonnaise.
Crey Poupon austard. aad ay
homemade red wine linaigrcttc
and real guacamolc.

GIANT GOURMET CLUBS
On thick-sliced 7-grain whale wheat bread ar fresh-baked French bread.

S4.SC
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
Double baa. pmeliie. lattice, taaata. I aayo.

#8 BILLY CLUB
Roast beef. haa. provolone, Dijaa asstard. lettace, teaats. I aaya.

#3 SORRY CHARLIE

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

Taaa salad, s Brants, cucumber, lattice. & tamata.

Cenoa salaai. capicafa. baa, pmeliie. lettuce, tomato, onions.
aaya. & vinaigrette.

#4 TURKEY TOM

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB

Turkey ireast. alfalfa straits, lattice, taaata. t aaya.

Doable roast heal, praiolaie. lattice, taaata. I mayo.

#5 VITO

#11 COUNTRY CLUB

Eeasa salaai, capkela. ironies!, lettace. tsaats.
Miess. t vinaigrette.

Turkey breast, baa, prevelane, lettace. tsaata, t aaya.

#6 VEGETARIAN

#12 BEACH CLUB

Prevails!, real gaacaaale. cicialir, struts, lettuce, taaata. t aaya.

Turkey breast, real (ucaaele, ciciaber. cheese, sprouts, lattice,
tsaats. & aays.

J.J.B.L.T.

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB

lacos. lattice, taaata, 1 aaye.

S2.5C

PLAIN SLIMS"

Saae Iresl-lakcd French bread t aeat as ay premium (unset sib
saadwiches. kit si veggies a sascel

Dsable proveleue, real guacanele. cucumber, sprssts. lettuce.
tsaats, & aays.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, taauta. & aays.

#15 CLUB TUNA

SLIM I Mam <C duo*.

SLIM 4 AfaMf heatl

SLIM Z .•«......( tttf

uLlnl 9 Salami, capicata,

oLIrn 3 HUM MU,U(

uLIm I j\'uN, ptevoUn*

Taaa salad, prsisisse, sprssts, cucuaber. lettuce. & taaata.
.A,VH

#16 CLUB LULU
Turkey breast, bacaa. lettuce, tsaata. t aays.

ONLY ONE LE FT!

THE JJ. GARGANTUAN'
Starting at

t750/month
+ Utilities

Starting at

$900/month

$6.5C

if a IH strMs! Ceioa salami, cap Ma, saoked haa. rtast heel.
tsrkty krtast. prevelane. lattice, tasati. HIM. aays. & Italian
dressing an Iresh hiked French bread.

PiKTYf miTIHBT THY MY CM VtWOHTHY Ci TERIHB!

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

* * • * * JIMMYJ0HNS.COM * * * * *

JI.M/S1.1!

* Cuecelate chunk eroatneal raisin cookie

$1.25

* Potato chips, jambo kosher dill

$1.75

* Fitra lead il neat, extra veggies

.$1.25

* Extra cheese or extra guacaaile

$0.(5

OH IVERY ORDERS will include a delivery charge of 35c per Hem.
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* (Ma. Diet Cake. Sprite, leasaidt. iced tea
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A BGNEWS CORRECTION
In Friday's editorial the BG News erroneously stated
that USG had sent a letter to Gov. Taft supporting his
ban on homosexual marriages. In fact, USG unanimously passed a resolution in opposition to the Ohio
Defense of Marriage Act during their Feb. 2 meeting.
The BG News apologizes for the error.

MTTON
NATION

Can I get the number for
also must protect the park and
the visitor experience. And there
is no set policy on how to strike
iliis balance.
To some degree, the Park
known for rest, escape Service is complicit in the problem: At least 15 National Park
Service sites have allowed
By Becky Bohrer
telecommunications companies
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS
When Sean Morrissey scaled to put up cell towers within their
California's 14,491-foot Mount boundaries. Yellowstone has five.
Whitney for the first time a few- (Also, many towers are situated
years ago, he couldn't wait to take just outside national parks,
enabling
in the view. A
"It's possible you could park visiwoman who
tors (o
made
the
come to a trail in
place
climb at the
Yellowstone and see
calls
same time
couldn't wait
someone yakking on the even
from
to dial her
phone to their
some
cell phone.
back"This one
stockbroker."
country
woman was
areas.)
DENNIS MCKINNEY.
making call
Some
after call,"
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR AT PUBLIC
said EMPLOYEES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPON- conservationMorrissey,
SIBILITY
ists com who is from
plain
Los GatOSi
Calif. "It seemed very out of place. (hat cell phone technology is
It seemed out of place to go mining nature.
"It's possible you could come to
through all that effort to make an
a trail in Yellowstone and see
outbound call."
Cell phones have long beet I vir- someone yakking on the phone
tually unavoidable on city streets to their stockbroker," said Dennis
and in shopping malls. Hut they McKinney. development director
now- are showing up in some of at Public Employees for
the very places people go to get Environmental Responsibility.
Jeffrey Hunter was jolted from
away from it all: national parks.
For park managers, this is a his sleep at 6 a.m. by a fellow hiker
challenge. Officials with the who used his phone while at a
National Park Service say they shelter in Great Smoky
want tomeettheneedsofvisitors Mountains National Park to
and provide for their safety. They remind his wife to bring sodas
when she met him later.

Cell phones showing
up more and more in
national parks: areas

"He woke everybody up in the
entire shelter," said Hunter, of
Chattanooga, Term., who was
hiking the Appalachian Trail. "I
was incredulous that someone
would wake people up for a couple Diet Cokes."
And guide Neil Courtis recalled
a private tour he led in
Yellowstone National Park last fall
that included a business-minded
father from New York who was
desperately trying to get a cell
phone signal so that he could
make calls or check his messages.
"When you're Irving to give a
tour, that's kind of annoying,"
Courtis said. "It kind of ruined tile
tour" for the others.
lane Baker, Yellowstone's
deputy chief ranger, said many
people expect to be able to use
cell phones and that Park Service
officials cannot dictate how
tourists use them.
"You can't control what they do
at Old Faithful like you can't control what they do in downtown
New York," she said.
And Baker said cell phones in
the park have a definite positive
side, making a difference in the
way officials receive and respond
to emergency calls. "I wouldn't
want to do my job without one,"
Bilker said.
Last July, a desperate cell
phone call from 13,000 feet on
the (".rand Teton in Wyoming
alerted rescuers that lightning
had struck a party of 13 climbers
near the summit.
Rangers flew in by helicopter
and were able to pluck the most
badly injured from the mountain

BRIEFING
Small Mississippi town
waits for word on U.S.
civilian kidnapped in
Iraq
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NctrMnrAPPMo
PHONES: A bank of pay phones stands empty during a lull in the
tourist season near park headquarters at Yellowstone National Park.
The ubiquitous cell phone, virtually unavoidable on city streets and
in suburban shopping malls, is now popping up in some of the very
places people go to escape such things: national parks.

before dark. One climber was
killed by the lightning; the others
survived.
On the other side of the equation, Yosemite spokesman Deb
Schweizer said die park also has

gotten calls from hikers who are
simply pooped and want a lift
out. They get a polite refusal.
"lust because you're tired doesn't mean we're going to send
someone out," she said.

MACON, Miss. — In his
hometown in eastern
Mississippi, Thomas Hamill is
known as a good guy — a family man with two children who
took a job driving trucks in Iraq
to make ends meet after his
dairy farm took a hit.
Yesterday, American flags
went up on the main street in
this small town as a gesture of
support for the civilian who
was taken hostage in Iraq.
Several hundred friends and
neighbors gathered for a vigil
Sunday night, and Mayor
Dorothy Baker Hines said the
town would keep the lights on
all night at some buildings as a
reminder.
"We will keep going until we
get our guy out, all our guys
and girls out," she said. "It's
gotten too close to home."
Hamill, 43, was snatched
Friday by gunmen who
attacked a fuel convoy he was
guarding, one of a string of kidnappings of foreigners by Iraqi
insurgents. Yesterday, officials
in Iraq said six other workers
for the same company, Kellogg,
Brown & Root, also were missing. The company is a division
of Halliburton.

506,514,524 N.ENTERPRISE
One of BG's newest complexes

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Make JOHN NEW10VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES

3 Bedroom Apartments
•2 Full Baths -Air Conditioning
• Microwaves • Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished -Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!
Starting at

$900/month + Utilities

0*19)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

W1HTII6P TEIRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

•FREE Heat

451 THL'RSTIV Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with full hath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1 or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
517 F..RKF.D STREET- At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $345.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Ratc$450.00, One Year- One Person Rate- $385,00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville

• Ride our Free Resident Shuttle
tO Check US OUt (Lot A9-10:30, 1-4:30)

•2 Swimming Pools.
•3 Laundromats

T^
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1,2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $610.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00.
505 (.LOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
615 SECOND STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- S620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
402 HIGH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rate$620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
840-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- S640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTHFurnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$460.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

•1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
•Plenty of Resident & Visitor
parking.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

■
■.-'■-'-■

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

■
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INDIANS WIN: HAFNER CONTINUES HOT START, HELPS TRIBE BEAT MINNESOTA; PAGE 8.

BRIEFING
Reimold leads BG to
two wins

TUESDAY

1HE BG NEWS

Nolan Reimold hit two
triples to lead the BG baseball
team to a 7-2 win over Buffalo
Sunday as Bowling Green took
two of three games in the MidAmerican Conference series.
Reimold went 4-for-5 on the
day and became only the seventh Falcon player ever to hit
two triples in one game. Burke
Badenhop got the win on the
mound.
The Falcons defeated the
Bulls in Saturday's game, 8-5,
after a 3-2 loss Friday. Tyler
lohnson gave up one earned
run in 4 2-3 innings of work.
Matt Hundley got the win in
relief, pitching 3 1 -3 scoreless
innings. Jeff Warnock was 3for-3 in the game with a sacrifice bunt and a run.
Reimold had two of Bowling
Green's four hits in the game,
including his fourth homer of
the season. Tyler Saneholtz
took the loss for the Falcons,
falling to 3-2 on the season.
BG hosts Indiana Tech today
at 3 p.m. and Cleveland State
tomorrow at 3 p.m.

April 13,
2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

MACON HIS CLAIM
Sophomore's 73-yarder wins spring game
By Joel Hammond
SPORTS REPORTER

In what was supposed to be
Bowling Green football fans' first
glimpse at quarterback heir
apparent Omar Jacobs, Dan
Macon stole the show.
Macon, a sophomore from
Sagamore Hills, Ohio, ran for 102
yards and the game-winning, 73yard touchdown run in the
fourth quarter of the Falcons'
annual spring game, giving his
Orange squad a 17-13 win.
The game, moved to the practice field due to poor field conditions inside Doyt Perry Stadium,
was somewhat of an upset for the
Orange squad, as many of the
team's reluming starters at skill
positions played for the White.
I had a blast." BG I lead Coach
Gregg Brandon said. "We played
full speed, flew around and when
we got around the ball, we were
hitting. We had some mistakes,
but nobody got hurt, which is
good. When you divide a team
up, you don't get the continuity
... but we were trying to get guys
to play football and react to live
situations"
lacobs displayed much of

BG's Culp
third in
steeple in
Tennessee
By Danielle Tanner
THE BG NEWS

Several members of the BG
women's track team competed in
the University of Tennessee Sea
Ray Relays Wednesday through
Saturday. While no team scores
were kept, several Falcons had
impressive performances. The
meet featured a high level of
competition, with one hundred
schools competing.
"Overall, it was just an okay
meet, not a great team meet,"
head coach Scott Sehmann said.
"We had some individual event
performances that I think were
noteworthy, but we've got a ways
to go if we want to make an
impact in the conference meet."
Distance ninner Amber Culp
had one of those noteworthy
performances, finishing third in
the 3000 meter steeple chase.
Her time of 10:45.48 was an
NCAA regional qualifying time
and her second best career time.
Thrower Kerri McClung also
had a standout meet. McClung
had a regional qualifying throw
in the shot put with a distance of
14.32 meters to put her in tenth
place. She also placed twelfth in
the hammer throw with a distance of 43.97 meters.
TRACK, PAGE 11

We have a special installment of
People on the Sidelines.' PAGE 9.
what many BG faithful think will
allow the program to continue its
success without Harris. The redshirt sophomore was 19-for-36
for 236 yards, but threw two
interceptions in the second half
deep in Orange territory.
The Orange squad scored on
the opening possession of the
game, as tailback Raishaun
Stover ran for 48 yards on seven
carries and plunged in from
three yards out for a 7-0 lead. The
White team answered after first
team All-MAC selection R|. Pope
ran for 38 yards on the ensuing
drive and ran in from a yard out
to tie the game.
The kicking game took over
from there, as placekicker Shaun
Suisham kicked field goals for
each side before the half. He then
kicked what appeared to be the
game-winning points for the
White with 6:09 left from 23 yards
out.
But Macon, who carried the
ball 14 times last season, took a
SPRING GAME. PAGE 9

Former CU coach
to head BG DBs
Vance Joseph was on
paid administrative
leave at CU while the
school investigated a
possible rules
violation.
By Joel Hammond
SPORTS REPORTER

MikeMttzjefBGNem

UPFIELD: Bowling Green running back Raishaun Stover looks upfield as Jovon Burkes (3) pursues.
Stover and fellow sophomore running back Dan Macon each ran well in Saturday's spring game.
Macon ran for 102 yards and the game-winning touchdown, while Stover gained 75 yards.

Bowling Green football coach
Gregg Brandon's new defensive
backs coach managed to steal
the spotlight away from
Saturday's spring game.
Brandon, a former assistant at

Colorado, has hired Vance
Joseph, who had coached the
defensive backs, kickoff coverage
and special teams under Gary
Bamett, who is on leave after
scandal upon scandal has rocked
the once-proud Buffaloes program.
Joseph, too, was on paid
administrative leave for unspecified reasons. The CU administration, since Joseph was put on
leave over a week ago, will not
comment specifically, saying
only there is "an investigation of
JOSEPH,PAGE 9

Next up for Mickelson: plenty of time
By Doug Ferguson
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mike MeBjerBG News

HURLER: BG's Liz Vrabel delivers Saturday. Vrabel pitched BG to
wins over Western Michigan Friday and Saturday, while teammate
Lindsay Heimrich pitched a no-hitter yesterday against Oakland.

Heimrich throws nohitter in Softball's sweep
By Ryan Autullo and Joel Hammond
SPORTS REPORTERS

Bowling Green's Lindsay
Heimrich pitched a no-hitter to
open yesterday's softball doubleheader between BG and
Oakland, and the Falcons completed the sweep with a 10-2,
five-inning win over Oakland in
the nightcap.
Heimrich, a sophomore, took a

perfect game into the sixth
inning, but allowed walks in the
sixth and seventh. Gina Rango
and Kristen Anderson drove in
runs to aid Heimrich's cause.
"We wanted to come out and
continue our play, because we
played so well over the weeend,"
Heimrich said. "I just went out
SOFTBALL, PAGE 11

.

AUGUSTA. Ga. — The short
trip down Magnolia Lane ends
with a circulardrive in front of the
Augusta National clubhouse, and
that's where it all might finally
sink in for Phil Mickelson.
Only the Masters champions
are allowed upstairs in their private locker room.
Everyone else enters through a
side door on the ground level.
Suddenly, Mickelson's career is
looking up.
Despite winning 22 times on
the PGA Tour and routinely dazzling galleries with shots most
guys can't
even
picture,
Mickelson's record always carried
an asterisk, if not a label: best
player to never win a major.
Now, Mickelson is one of the
best players, period.
All it took was a back nine
Sunday that ranks among the
best performances in the 68-year
history of the Masters. He birdied
five of the last seven holes,
including an 18-foot putt on No,
18 for a one-shot victory over
Ernie Els. It was only the fourth
walkoff birdie to win a green jacket, and it was the most dramatic
of them all.
This was John Elway finally
winning the Super Bowl.
It was Dale Earnhardt winning
the Daytona 500.

"Having come so close so
many times... to have it be such a
difficult journey to win my first
major makes it that much more
special, sweeter," Mickelson said.
"And it just feels awesome."
Mickelson did not have the
toughest or the longest road to
his first major championship.
Tom Kite wasa 16-time winner
with two PGA Tour money titles.
He had the 54-hole lead at the '84
Masters and the '89 U.S. Open
and collapsed both times, with
final rounds of 75 and 78. He
finally ended his 0-for-67 streak
in the majors by winning at
Pebble Beach in the '92 U.S.
Open.
Mark O'Meara had 14 tides
and was 0-for-56 in the majors
until he won the '98 Masters,
then added the British Open at
Royal Birkdale later that summer.
That became the pinnacle of
their careers. Kite was 42,
O'Meara was 41.
Mickelson turns 34 in June,
approaching the prime of his
career.
When he lost the 2001 PGA
Championship in Adanta by one
shot to David Toms, the frustration was starting to show.
Mickelson said he didn't want to
win one major, but a bunch of
MICKELSON, PAGE 10

DinMirtlnAPPtioto

WINNER: Phil Mickelson reacts after sinking the putt that
clinched his first Major championship. Mickelson finished at 9under, one shot ahead of Ernie Els, who shot a 67 Sunday.
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Tribe finally hangs on
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — No extra
innings. No wasted chances. No
bullpen implosion.
The Cleveland Indians waited until they were home to have
a fairly routine game.
Travis Hafner hit a grand
slam and Cliff Lee pitched six
innings with help from his
infield as the Indians won their
home opener, 6-3 over the
Minnesota Twins yesterday.
During pregame ceremonies,
the Indians celebrated their first
10 years at lacobs Field by
unveiling a new $7 million
scoreboard that livens up the
ballpark.
A few innings later, Hafner
gave Cleveland fans the kind of
moment they've gotten used to
while watching the Indians
bludgeon the AL Central for
most of the past decade.
Flafner connected in the third
inning off Kyle Lohse (0-2) and
Matt Lawton added a solo shot
in the seventh for Cleveland,
which stopped a three-game
losing streak.
The Indians went 2-5 — three
were extra-inning losses—on a
season-opening road trip they
could blame squarely on their
bullpen's inability to finish
games.
But Lee (1-0), who allowed
five hits in six innings and
induced three double plays,
handed over a 5-2 lead that

Tony Oejjk AP Photo

BIG GAME: Cleveland's Travis Hafner watches his grand slam go
out of Jacobs Field In the Indians' 6-3 win over Minnesota
yesterday.

Cleveland's relievers finally protected.
lack Cressend worked a onehit seventh, Rafael Betancourt a
1-2-3 eighth and David Riske,
who has blown two games, gave
up a run in the ninth before
closing it out.
Riske's one-out walk to
pinch-hitter
Nick
Punto
brought the tying run to the
plate, but the right-hander got
Cristian Guzman to fly out and
struck out Shannon Stewart on
three pitches.
The Indians' relievers have
already blown three saves this
season, and the group entered
yesterday ranked last in the AL
with a 1-5 record and 7.64 EKA.
Hafner's first career grand
slam staked Lee to a 4-0 lead in
the third.
The Indians loaded the bases
on a single, a one-out walk to
Omar Vizquel and a two-out
walk to Casey Blake for Hafner,
who pulled I.ohse's 1-0 pitch
barely over the wall in right for
his AL-leading fourth homer.
Hafner hit 14 homers in 91
games last season for
Cleveland, and the club is hoping he can provide some needed power to a lineup with depth
but little punch.
The Twins got two runs back
in the fourth when Lee's shakiness prompted Indians manager Eric Wedge to get Chad
Durbin up in the bullpen.

I"E ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Barry
Bonds hit his 660th home run
yesterday to tie godfather Willie
Mays for third on baseball's
career list.
Bonds connected in the fifth
inning on a 3-1 pitch from
Milwaukee's Matt Kinney and
sent the ball over the right-field
wall into McCovey Cove for his
second homer of the season, a
three-run shot that traveled an
estimated 442 feet. It was the
28th time Bonds has homered
into the cove.
The 39-year-old Bonds was
greeted at home by several
teammates and he stepped on
the plate and raised both hands
in the air.

Mays also greeted the six-time
NL MVP with a hug and a kiss
outside the dugout and presented his godson with a torch decorated with 25 tiny diamonds,
symbolic of the number Bonds
wears. Both Bonds and Mays
carried the torch before the 2002
Olympics.
Bonds came back out of the
dugout and waved to the fans in
each direction as they cheered,
"Barry! Bany!" and gave him a
standing ovation.
Children along the left-field
wall bowed to Bonds when he
came out to play the field in the
top of the sixth.
In his next at-bat, Bonds
blooped a double to left field in
the seventh.
Hank Aaron leads the career

list with 755 home runs, followed by Babe Ruth with 714.
When asked during spring
training whether he can pass
Aaron, his hero, Bonds quickly
answered: "I think I can do anything. ... I'm going for it all."
Mays hit his 660th on Aug. 17,
1973, as a member of the New
York Mets at Shea Stadium off
Cincinnati's Don Gullett.
Bonds, who holds the singleseason homer record with 73 in
2001, went five games without a
homer after hitting one last yesterday at Houston.
He has repeatedly said he'd
like to pass Mays at home, and
the Giants began a 10-game
homestand yesterday with a
three-game series against the
Brewers.

Reds spoil
Phils' opener
By Rob Maadi
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPHIA — The
Philadelphia Phillies opened
their new stadium the same way
they left their old one
Paul Wilson allowed just one
mn over 7 1-3 innings, and the
Cincinnati
Reds
beat
Philadelphia 4-1 yesterday in the
first game at Citizens Bank Park,
triggering boos from Phillies' fans
angered by the team's slow start.
"You can't get on the fans. The
fans are great here," Phillies'
manager Larry Bowa said. "They
can boo. They're frustrated. They
want to see a winner."
It was fitting the Phillies staned
their new era with a loss. After all,
they are the losingest franchise in
sports. No team in any U.S. pro
sport has lost more games
(8,681).
D'Angelo Jimenez got the first
hit, a ground-rule double down
the right-field line on the fourth
pitch of the game from Randv
Wolf.
Bobby Abreu hit the first home

Bonds hits 660th homer, ties Mays
By lanie McCauley

Rusty K»nn«i»AP Photo

SAFE!: Cincinnati's D'Angelo Jimenez slides into second with a
double against Philadelphia yesterday. Jimenez' hit was the first in
Philly's new stadium. Cincinnati won, 4-1.

BmMargolAP Photo

CLOSER TO AARON: Barry
Bonds hugs godfather Willie
Mays after hitting his 660th
home run yesterday.
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FREE COKE
will* tftiffltctst- t'l tttiy
FREE DELIVERY $5.50 Minimum
(11-3 Monday-Saturday)
1432 E Wooster. Bowling Gieen
Open 11-9 Monday-Saturday

(419) 352-4663

1432 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
Open 11-9 Monday-Saturday

Get into the

# SPRING
of things!

PERRYSBURG MARKETPLACE
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FREE COKE
FREE DELIVERY $5 50 Minimum
(11-3 Monday-SelunJay)

,

LARGE SUB
Ask about our catering menu

CS IMC Live Well!

Student Discount

r DID YOU
KNOW?
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run, the only bright spot for a dismal Phillies' offense that has
scored 16 runs in seven games.
A crowd of 41,626 spent most
of the afternoon hiding from the
rain on a 48-degree day. Most of
the seats in the upper deck were
empty by the fifth inning, and
some of the remaining fans were
booing or chanting, "Let's Go
Flyers!" by the seventh.
Widely considered favorites to
win the NL East, the Phillies are
off to a 1 -6 start, losing five in a
row.
"We haven't played well. We
need to get a win and go from
there," first baseman Jim Thome
said. "The crowd was great,
everything was great, but we didn't score any runs."
Ken Griffey |r. had an RBI double and Jimenez had two hits and
scored twice for the surprising
Reds (5-2).
"The weather was nasty, the
wind looked bad, but the guys
were making the plays," Reds'
manager Dave Miley said.

27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(15 minutes North of H(, oft* 1-75)

Um« on* per custom*
VaW only ai partopavng ©canons
No) viM wttn purchaas or ranmai of Gold Card.
Not vakd aunng. Goto* Can) ■*•>. or **h any
(Mher o*tor or tMcount OBera cannot ba
corrfensd EJIC#MM>4
. UPON MM

•TOT2 CaffonaOa Or.
P»rry*uro

HOURS: Monday - Friday 10-8; Saturday 10-5: Sunday 12-4

LARGE SUB

(419) 352-4663
Ask about our catering menu

£*pir»i
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$700 PAY DAY!
1st Place Cash Prize
MC BATTLE '04
Oberlin College April 30,th
There are only 16 spots! For your chance to enter, register
online for an open audition on April 17th or April 24lh at Oberlin College.
if you are unable to make these auditions, send an audition video to:
Pay Day: Battle of the Beasts
Oberlin College
135WestLorainSt.
Wilder Hall C/O ABUSUA
Oberlin, OH 44074

GREAT JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Home City IBB
• Flexible Hours
• Great Pay

Per Hour

• Work 30-40 Hours
Per Week

www.oberlin.edu/student/ielwell
fuftv 3 zk&ifutt'iAvvr.

CHECK US OUT'
www homecityice com

Call 352-3445

You're quiet and free a graduate maybe
No furniture to share but closets lo spare
All kitchens are new - a shuttle stop too
Laundry on site and the parking has lights
They come with AC • the heat will be free
i think you'll agree that these you must see

PART-TIME NOW SFULL-TIME DURING SUMMER AND BREAKS

For information visit the Battle of the Beasts website:

l

710 Seventh Street

704 Fifth Street
Quick like a bunny - got more for your money
These apartments are furnished - Ihey also have air
And better yet your landlord is honest and fair
Clean and well groomed youII have plenty of room
Parking and laundry lakes care of the quandary
When you're loo tired to hop just use the shuttle stop

t

■■M

i

1-800-899-807

■

ROUTE DELIVERY & PACKAGING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

No Experience Necessary Train in one facility during schoo
work in another during break We otter sci
ability
Start Training NOW! Schedule an interview ASAP!

I
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Jacobs good, bad in start;
battle for No. 2 QB is on
SPRING GAME, FROM PAGE 7

Mike Mefcjer BG News

UP AND GOOD: Bowling Green kicker kicks one of his three extra
points of Saturday's spring game. Suisham also kicked three field
goals in the Orange's 17-13 win over the White.

handoff, bounced outside and
beat the White secondary for
the game winner.
"My blockers did a great job
on that play," Macon said,
"lames Hawkins sealed the corner, and it was a track meet
from there. That's what happens when everyone does their
job."
Jacobs led the White down
the field after Macon's run, but
on fourth down from near the
Orange 30-yard line, was pressured by Ryan Newble and Brad
Williams. Williams batted
Jacobs' pass, and Newble, who
had two tackles for loss in the
game, came down with the
clinching interception.
"It's good experience to just
come out and practice the fundamentals and focus," lacobs
said. "It was good to have a live
go. My goal was just to come
out and produce. 1 don't really
feel any pressure on me,
because I have a good supporting cast."
Suisham, who struggled a bit
last year after a stellar 2002 season, booted field goals of 29,30
and 23 yards. Nate Fry, who
won the punting job last
August, averaged 32.5 yards on
two punts, while Josef
Timchenko averaged 33.3 on
three.
"I liked the kicking." Brandon
said. "Suisham was perfect, and
Fry punted decent. It was good
to work on kicking game,
because it's hard to scrimmage
that."
Macon led all rushers with
102 yards on nine carries, while
Stover had 75 yards on 10 carries and Pope, who played
sparingly, gained 43 yards.

Charles Sharon, who averaged 15 yards a reception last
year, caught six balls for 104
yards, while Cole Magner, who
set a school record with 99
receptions in 2003 caught five,
but dropped a would-be touchdown from Jacobs early in the
fourth quarter.
BIG GAME: Newble was an
■unofficial player of the game
among fans. The senior from
Brownsville, Term., had 15 tackles last year, including one sack
and three tackles for a loss.
"I think the defense needs to
prove itself with the key players
leaving" Newble said. "(Before
the interception!
Coach
Brandon called me out, and
that's what he wanted to see.
Williams tipped it and I got it."
LANE OUT: B| Lane, who
was the No. 2 nmning back last
year while running for 518
yards was not in pads after
what Brandon said was a
tweaked hamstring
NEW POSITION, SAME
RESULTS: TJ Carswell, who
spent much of last season at
linebacker, switched back to his
natural position in the secondary and made nine tackles
Saturday.
QUARTERBACK BATTLE?:
No, not for No. 1.
But both Van Johnson and
NickThumian were impressive
for the Orange, and will likely
battle it out for No. 2. Johnson
was 3-for-6 for 29 yards while
Thurman, the bigger of the two
at 6-feet-4 and 232 pounds,
threw for 60 yards and ran for
17 more.
"Van lohnson really showed
up," Brandon said. "1 was really
impressed with Van today as
well as Nick Thurman who did
some good things."

Cleveland business booming
By Connie Mabin
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — No one wanted Ii'Bron James to live up to the
hype more than the host of
Cleveland businesses that were
banking on his popularity to
draw customers downtown.
Score a big win for the rookie
who came straight from high
school to the NBA.
Not only did lames rack up
rookie-of-the-year-style numbers on the court, he's helped

local businesses rack up big
sales.
As they have all season, fans
with open wallets flocked to the
city yesterday as James and his
Cavaliers played their last home
game of the season, and the
Indians opened their first home
stand.
Street vendors sold Tribe Tshirts, hats, banners and other
merchandise. Parking lots rented Spots for $20, and the
Regional Transit Authority pro-

moted public transportation as
11ailii packed downtown streets
well before the typical nish hour.
Flannery's Pub near Gund
Arena and Jacobs Field was
packed at 10 a.m. with fans waiting for the 3:05 p.m. baseball
opener and the 7 p.m. basketball
closer.
The Irish pub has become a
tourist attraction with its window sign offering to buy lames
his first beer when heturns21 on
Dec 30,2005,

"We had a great basketball
season. It was awesome. I think
Iebron and the team exceeded
expectations," general manager
Christine Connell said over the
loud chatter of customers.
"Of course, we're disappointed
they didn't make the playoffs,
but it was an awesome season.
Most game nights, the seats in
here were packed," she said.
CLEVELAND, PAGE 10

PEOPLE
ON THE SIDELINES
FALCON FANS WEIGH IN AT SPRING GAME

Who will win the spring game?

AARON KENNELL
SOPHOMORE, MUSIC ED.

JEFF CARLSON
SENIOR, MUSIC ED.

"The white learn.
They're going with the
option" (Wrong)

"White. If Omar can
beat the Sooners, he
can heat the Orange."
(Wrong)

■»
CHADRICKMCNEAL
SENIOR, TC0M

DICK KENDALL
JUNIOR, GERMAN/RUSSIAN

"Bowling Green. I
bribed the refs."
(Right... Technically.)

"Orange. Nicholson and
Piepkow save the day!"
(Right!)

Krebs: We did our homework
JOSEPH, FROM PAGE 7

possible violations of university
policy."
Bowling Green Athletic
Director Paul Krebs would also
not comment specifically on
what he had learned about the
Colorado situation.
"Any time you make a hire, you
do tfie best job you can getting
the information you can," Krebs
said Saturday after the spring
game. "Questions of |Colorado|
are better left to the folks out
there. We did our due diligence in
getting into background. Any
time you make a hire, you want
to hire the best people for the job.
"I can't control how other people view it," Krebs continued.
It remains unclear whether the
\iolation for which Joseph was
suspended is tied to Barnett. who
is on leave after he made insensitive remarks about a female football player who alleged rape
against a CU player in February.
Barnett has also had his recruiting practices come under fire this
year amid other rape allegations
and charges he uses sex, drugs
and alcohol to lure recruits.
Joseph, meanwhile, was at BG
practice last week and was pre-

sent at Saturday's game. Both
Brandon and Krebs alluded to
Joseph's outstanding reputation
in coaching circles as the reason
for the hire, loseph recently
recruited three players to
Colorado from Michigan, one of
BG's main target areas.
"I've known Vance for 10
years," Brandon said," and he
relates well with players, lies
played in the NFI.on the corners,
and can relate to our young corners. He gives us great versatility
on that side of the ball."
Brandon said he contacted
Barnett. his former boss, for permission to speak with Joseph.
"I called him and he gave me
permission." Brandon said. "I
wish the Colorado guys the best that's an unfortunate situation.
I've been pleased with the support I've gotten from |BGSU
President] Sidney Hibeau and
Paul Krebs. I made this decision
based on Vance loseph."
"I asked him what was going
on, and he didn't know what was
going on," Brandon said.
Joseph will replace the departed Steven Milks, who left in
March for Notre Dame, loseph
will coach the corners while John
Bowers will coach die safeties.

GRADUATE/ Upper Level Housing
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Special Showing

RINGS

in the Union Ballroom

STUDIO APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
for summer, semester or year leases
»Low as $395.00 per month ^eAA'^•Includes all utilities
\ Unftsi
•Fully furnished
^*iyvv
•Stove, refrig, microwave, 25 inch TV

Buckeye
Studios
1740 E. Wooster
(Behind Frickers)
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-1520

-Laundry facilities
-Close to campus
-Internet access avail.
-Full cable - $20/month
-Individual heat/A.C.
-Outdoor pool use
-Plenty of parking

, ^ . _. mat*-*
Look Who's Coming To Town
.

w
Showing
"

FREEpopcprrti^
Ca

ihr<

Pfoi

Now you can score big with one of America's leading
retailers. Dunham's has all the advantages you need
and ihe kind of fun. friendly environment you want
If you love to talk sports, we'd love to talk
to you about out growing opportunities at out
NEW Bowling (iron, OH location.

Store Manager
Dept. Coordinators
Sales/Cashiers

Costume Contest
Sponsored by Union Programs
1st prize $50 Meijer Gift Certificate
Registration at 3^5
www.lord-of-the-rings.org

Our Minning learn I'/l/ovs:

• Flexible hours
• Hands-on training

• Advancement potential
• Employee discount

Please apply in person at Woodland Townc Center. 1234 IN. Main St.,

Dinhans

Bonling Green. OH 4.1402.
Monday-Friday. I0am-5pm.

Equal opportunity employer.

www.dunhMmiapom.com

Get in the'- Game.

iMMIMMMiaillL

m8i^&ft^tW2^^^^i9^mSS'^iS^Ws^i%

VSaSSM

of Retail
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Cavs, Indians help city,
Mickelson's drought
over; wins the Masters other businesses prosper
CLEVELAND, FROM PAGE 9

MICKELSON. FROM PAGE 7

them.
Draped in a size 43-lung green
jacket, still trying to sort through
the raw joy of winning his first
major, Mickelson wasn't ready to
look too far ahead.
"Well, one isn't really a hum h,
but it's a nice start,'' he said. "I
hope it does lead to more, but
right now I just want to cherish
this one."
Ilger Woods already has eight
majors, winning his first at age 21.
FJs, who shot 67 and looked
like the next Masters champion
for the longest time Sunday, won
the first of his three majors at 24.
Mickelson still has some
ground to make up.
Then again, lien I logon was 34
when he won his first major at
the 1946 PCiA Championship.
Despite a car accident that nearly
took his life, Hogan won nine
majors and was more dominant
than any other professional in
the majors by winning six out of
eight during one stretch.
There are other similarities
worth noting between Hogan
and Mickelson.
I logan realized he could never
win majors or become a great
player until he learned how to
eliminate the h(x>k. Mickelson,

who had a lust for length off the
tee, changed this year from a
power draw to a controlled fade,
and it paid enormous dividends
at the Masters.
lie was ninth-best in driving
accuracy, No. 1 in greens in regulation.
"When 1 stood up on tee boxes,
1 just knew the ball was going to
go in the middle of the fairway,"
he said.
Kill this isn't a plodding Phil.
I le did not sacrifice excitement
for the middle of the fairway. As
Mickelson pointed out Sunday
evening "You don't shoot 31 Ion
the back nine) playing for pars."
And players don't win majors
without showing some mettle.
Even though Mickelson had a
share of the lead to start the final
round, this ulUmately was one of
the great comebacks at the
Masters.
I le could hear the roar coming
from the 13th green and knew it
was FJs making eagle. Mickelson
went after the pin at the par-3
12th — the most dangerous shot
at Augusta National — and
wound up making birdie.
He knew he was one shot
behind on ihr Kith, a par 3 that
has given him problems as a lefty,
and smartly played one club less
to give him a shot at birdie. He

rolled in the 15-footer to tie for
the lead.
Mickelson has never had any
breaks in the majors, but he got
two big ones last week.
His approach into the par-5
13th in the second round was
tumbling toward Mac's Creek
when it held up in the grass, turning a bogey into a birdie. The
biggest of all came on the final
hole, when Chris DiMarco blasted out of the bunker to about 3
inches beyond Mickelson's ball
mark.
That allowed Mickelson to see
exactly what was going to happen to the biggest putt of his
career.
It curled in from the left side,
and Mickelson leapt for joy,
hugged his caddie, kissed his ball
and tossed it into the gallery, the
kind of things people do when
they win a major.
Next up is the U.S. Open in
June at Shinnecock Hills, where
Mickelson was close to winning
in 1995 until a series of blunders
on the back nine.
But that MU when people didn't know if Mickelson could win a
major.
Now they do.

2 Bedroom Apartments
641 and 702 Third Street

NEW Bathrooms

www.PrelerredPropertiesCo.com

Make your home at:

On Campus
Off Campus
(419) 372-8909
(419) 354-9297
Red Bin

Mon-Fri. 8-12.1-4:30
Sat. 10-2

FREE
Membership privilege to newly renovated
Cherrywood Health Spa

(419) 354-6227

•Indoor Heated Pool -New Equipment
•Sauna
-Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available

Ittlltl
<

t

^^
(papa)
| ^^ 2£L ^^ cash, checks

SJludEtffi 1 Large, 1 Item

■i***

©paste]]

• NEW Kitchens with built in dishwashers t microwaves

'Single Occupancy Rate $400

1 Efficiency Apartment Available for $285 per month

Updated Haven House • Updated Fox Run •
Piedmont • Newly Renovated Rirchwood •Triplex
Models Now Open
Extra Large Redrooms

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

month!

month!
Spacious, newly remodeled units!

Preferred Properties Co.

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

500%

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
710 and 730 Scott Hamilton
from only

Come study with us!

I
|
I

$

Heat, Water, & Gas Included!

through May 5th.

I s-ttic*srr
sperms
"All Day, Everyday"

from only

Am
agement
352-4380

Jerome Library will be open until
2 a.m. Sunday-Wednesday
beginning April 12th

WWW

lier and street vendors who
sometimes sell 7,000 bags of
nuts a game went home earlier,
she said.
"We've got to get our Indians
winning," she said. "When the
Indians are doing well, selling
out, everyone benefits."
This season has been no
small peanuts for the Cavaliers,
who also have profited since
James' arrival.
A year ago, the Cavaliers had
the NBAs worst average attendance — 11222 per game —
and sold less merchandise than
any other team in the league.
This season, there's been a 62
percent increase in home attendance to an average of 18231 a
game. The Gund sold out 15
times, compared to twice last
season.
lames' No. 23 jersey is the
NBAs top seller, with more than
1.5 million sold nationwide
since June 26, according to
SponsScanlnfo, a sports retail
tracking firm.
The Cavaliers, which plans to
raise ticket prices next season,
will thank their fans for this season's turnaround by giving away
nearly $230,000 in merchandise
at the game against Milwaukee.

frniisiFTrnm

Late Night @
our Librar

530 S. Maple St.

A few blocks down, Fat Fish
Blue, a Cajun restaurant known
for live blues music, also saw big
business thanks to the Cavaliers,
which improved from the
league's worst team last year to a
playoff contender behind
lames, who leaas the Cavaliers
with 21.1 points per game.
"We are more than excited
about it," said manager Tessa
liirwick. "We absolutely love the
events that go on down here
because of what it brings in for
us."
Fan business at the 240-room
Hilton Garden Inn one-half
block from the venues doubled
from about 10 rooms on
Cavaliers game nights to 20
rooms once lames arrived and
the team started winning, said
)eff Elstro, regional sales director.
"It's definitely LeBron fever,"
Elstro said.
The Cavaliers-related business typically involved people
who live in the Akron area or further south, corporate entertaining and fans on a weekend outing, Elstro said.
That type of draw is exacUy
what developers had in mind

when they opened the $450 million Gateway sports complex a
decade ago. The 10-block area
that had six restaurants 10 years
ago now has 40. Stores fill once
abandoned old buildings, and
hotels have been built or redeveloped.
"Today, the neighborhood is
alive," said Tom Yablonsky, executive director of Historic
Gateway Neighborhood, which
oversees the district.
Businesses hope that life will
be sustained during baseball
season.
Elstro said the 2-year-old
Hilton hotel hopes to capitalize
on the Indians season with a "50
paces from the bases" promotion offering a room, free parking, breakfast for two, two bags
of peanuts and lounge drinks
and appetizers for SI49.
Walk-in business on Cavaliers
game days was up about 5 percent at the Peterson Nut Co.
retail store at the edge of the
Gateway district, said Gail
larowski, retail operations manager.
On Indians game days, foot
traffic in the store typically
increases 25 percent to 30 percent or more. Fewer sellouts last
year meant the store closed ear-
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BGSU Collection Containers
are provided in:
•residence halls
•cafeterias
•classroom buildings
Red Bins City Curbside
Collection available
to residents in houses.

Take Recyclables to:
Bowling Green Recycling Center
1040 N. College Drive (by airport)

Lr*
pen 24 Hours
24-Hour Drop Off Accepts:
•Aluminum
Beverage Cans
• Steel Cans
• Phone Books
• Newspaper
•Only Plastic
Bottles #1 &#2
• Glass Jars and
Bottles

'Magazines
• Mixed Office
Paper
• Catalogs
• Corrugated
Cardboard
• Scrap Aluminum
and Foil
• Scrap Melal

'.bgrccycling.com
Blue Bins available for
residents in participating:
• apartments
For More Information:
Wood Count Solid Wase Distrlct
• condominiums
y
... ,
(419)354-9297
• mobile homes
,
www.wcswmd.org
• Call your landlord for details

THANK YOU FOR RECYCLING! &&
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"This meet made it
hard to gauge
individual
performances."
SCOTT SEHMANN, BG TRACK COACH

Relay teams
showing
promise for
Falcons
TRACK, FROM PAGE 7
"This meet made it hard lo
gauge individual performance.
We ran very few open races. We
mostly competed in relays,
which is not a true evaluation.
Valerie Holland had a good effort
in the 100 meter open,"
vl) 11 urn n said.
Holland ran a time of 12.14 in
the 100 meters and also helped
the 4x200 team record their best
time this year, 1:37.38. Other
members of the 4x200 relay team
were Alicia Taylor, lessica White
and Amber Walker. Holland,
Taylor, White and Walker also
recorded the fifth best time in
school history in the 4x100 meter
relay, coming in twelfth place
with a time of 46.80.
Sehmann expressed pride and
confidence in those relay teams,
and explained that weather has
been a hindrance thus far in the
season.
"I think their primary focus is
to get 45.80 and the regional
championship. It's within their
grasp because of the individual
talent we have in that group.
Because of weather situations,
we haven't spent the time outside practicing exchanges. I'd say
we're about halfway there at this
point," Sehmann said.

Vrabel does job against Broncos
"These last two games {against Western
Michigan] is the team we expected to see.
This team is unbeatable the way we
played today. I know a good team when I
see it..."

SOFTBALL. FROM PAGE 7
there and focused on my spots,
kept the ball low and tried to just
think about the hitter at the
plate."
On Saturday, a four-run third
inning proved to be critical in
BG s 7-1 victory in the weekend's
rubber match with Western
Michigan. The teams split a pair
of 12-inning games on Friday,
with BGSU winning 1-0 in game
one and the Broncos taking a 43 decision in the nightcap.
With yesterday's two wins, the
Falcons upped their record to
17-20. BG is 4-4 in league play
after the wins over Western.
BGSU's Liz Vrabel and
Western's Laura Stewart took the
mound Saturday, a repeat of the
matchup seen in game one on
Friday. The two battled for more
than 11 innings Friday, but there
didn't appear to be a fatigue factor in the early stages of
Saturday's game.
With the game scoreless
through the first 2 1/2 innings,
the Falcons switched to "small
ball." Emmy Ramsey bunted her

LEIGH ROSS-SHAW, BG SOFTBALL COACH
way on to first to start the inning. Shaw was happy with the way
After a bunt attempt by Meghan her team manufactured nins,
McPherson was caught by something she says they didn't
Stewart, leanine Baca singled up do a good job of in Friday's
the middle. Ramsey moved to game two.
third in the process, as Baca
"(Friday] in the second game
going to second on the throw to we didn't really execute with our
third. Lindsay Heimrich laid bunts and sacrifices," Rossdown the third bunt of the Shaw said. "It's something that
inning, scoring Ramsey, who you practice and you think
avoided the tag of WMU catcher you're good, but we need to
Stefanie Scheumann.
continue to work on it. F.mmy
After Gina Rango walked to Ramsey did a good job of getting
load the bases, lenifer Kernahan on base and shaking things up.
hit a sacrifice fly to right. Baca It gave the whole team confitagged up and scored to extend dence. It wasn't the same kids
the lead to 2-0. Heimrich and doing it again, other kids
Rango came around to score on stepped up today."
a bloop single by Kristen
The Broncos cut the Falcon
Anderson. Anderson was tagged lead to three in the sixth inning
out while attempting to take when Amy Fleming scored on a
second base.
hit up the middle by Kristi
Falcon coach Leigh Ross-

ALPHA PHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY, INC.

-

THURSDAY 4/15 • Comedy Night 9pm-lam
JACKSOrfllOUNGf
Admission $W
233 HUAQN ST.
Comic View and Def Jam
Comedian Dante'Carter
Plus a Live Band
FRIDAY 4/16
SCAOATI CKNTEF)

-• Job Fair 9am - 4pm
• College Fair 3pm-6pm

Now Offering:
■20 minute HIV testing

• MISS Black and Gold Pageant 7:30pm Tickets available at

and Immunizations

Call today
for an appointment!

' 3 bedroom/ 2 bath
1
Furnished
| Air conditioned
1
Starting at.eSjgOfH*0tv

+ Utilities -jF£
Fireplaces
UNITS 49-72 HAVE
FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET

• NPHC/ Alpha Step Show /Late Night Jam #1 9pm-3am
Hosted by Comedian Dante' Carter
Tickets available at the doot.
DJ'd by 107.3 FMThe Juice's own
DJ Kaj Boogie.
SAT 4/16
EAOATECENTER

The Falcons retaliated with
three insurance runs in the bottom part of the inning.
Abby Habicht drew a walk to
lead off the inning, and scored
on a grounder to shortstop by
Baca that gave the Falcons a 5-1
advantage, lust in case the fourrun lead wasn't enough,
Heimrich doubled to center,
scoring
Ramsey
and
McPherson. The double was the
second of the day for the first
baseman. She was 3-for-3 with
three RBI.
Vrabel gave up one run on six
hits, walking only one. She also
pitched three innings of game
two on Friday adding up to 22
innings of work for the weekend. Vrabel had her pitching
shoulder wrapped in ice after
the game, but the weekends victories were well worth it.
"They saw me yesterday so
obviously they were going to
catch up to me, but that's where
good defense comes in," Vrabel
said. "I knew I wasn't going to
blow the ball past them today.

This is a big confidence booster
for us, we deserved it."
BGSU Head Coach Leigh
Ross-Shaw was impressed with
the tireless effort from her ace
this weekend.
"That's her job, she pushed
through the pain and soreness
and pitched awesome," RossShaw said. "We asked her today
to go ahead and do it for us
because we have a non conference game on Monday if she
needs a rest. The inning that
they did score a run it wasn't just
Vrabel, it was the defense thinking the game was over."
The victories over the defending MAC Tournament champions brought a sense of relief to
Ross-Shaw.
"These last two games is the
team we expected to see," RossShaw added. "This team is
unbeatable the way we played
today. I know a good team when
I see it and if we continue to
work hard, be patient, and push
through the pain we will be a
tough team to beat."

ASK ABOUT FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

COLUMBIA
COURTS

the door.

•Immigration Physicals

Strange.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

• Community Outreach Luncheon ii:30am- lpm
Admission $10 Keynote Speaker: Dr. Walter Kimbrough,
author of Greek Life 101.

•Travel consultations
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HEINZ
• 3 Large bedroom/ 2
bath
• Furnished
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave
Dishwasher, and G/D.
•Starting at ^^^-v
/nt
+ Utilities
omft
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET IN SOME
UNITS

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full bath
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave
Dishwasher, and G/D
/ /u
• Starting at
-- " ^r
+ Utilities
,*><■

FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET

ings Avail FTJF

-• Job Fair 9am - 4pm
• College Fair 3pm-6pm

» Community Outreach Luncheon 11:30am - 1 pm
Admission $10 Keynote Speaker: Dr. Walter Kimbrough,
author of Greek Life 101.

MERCER
MANOR

424&451Fmzee

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-ipm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

352-0717
GREENBRIAR. INC.

www greenbriarrenlals com

Infection Prevention
and Treatment Center
145 W. Wallace St.
CDS Suite 349
Findlay. OH 45840

(419) 425-8000

AGEMENT
130 E. Washington SL Bowling Cirai

419-354-6036

,'t

Get Fit.
Get Paid

Low security deposits!
(Jay-Mar only)
The Highlands- One
bedroom. Laundry facilities
in building. A/C, Quiet!
Starting at $375
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly
remodeled. All appliances.
Spacious, laundry facilities
In building, A/C, Gas
heat.Starting at $510
Additional Site to Choose
from: Summit Hill
We'll take care ol you. Best price.
well maintained, privacy and
deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

H

IGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

. www.behlghlandmgmt.com
\.
highland^ wcncl.org
^/

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx® Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding, but
the rewards are big. Come join our team, get a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a
sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.

P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Part-time, 5-day week
• $8.50-$10.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises
Accepting applications Monday-Thursday,
8am-4pm and Friday, 11am-4pm:

FedEx Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

(1 mile north of Airport Highway)

Summer
Storage!

fedex.com/us/careers

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

800-582-3577

Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.
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Classified Ads

372-6977
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For Rent

INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY!!
♦ Entry level Customer sales/service
♦ Flexible schedules
♦Advancement potential
♦Great Resume builder
♦ 100 corporate scholar, awarded
♦ Fun env. No exp. necessary
♦ Apply now! Continue during
summer
♦ Conditions exist.
♦ All ages 18+
Call now 419-861-6133 or apply @
workforstudents.com/np

2 bdrm. unfum. apt. available
1082 Fairview Ave
Call Steve at 352-5822
2 subleasers needed May lo Aug.
2 bdrm. Bottom ol house. $450/mo.
353-3233
2 sublsrs. wanted. New 2 bdrm. apt.,
close to campus. W/D. renl neg.
419-588-2202, 419-308-5422.
2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat.
water. & sewer.

Summer Child Cars Needed
in our Perrysburg home lor 5 yr. old
& 2 yr. old. Up to 5 hall days per wk.
Early childhood ed. or related major
pref Call Ann Mane 419-874-0878
Summer employment full-time. Get
a tan & work outside. Opportunity for
advancement. Make S3000-S5000
Positions avail throughout Ohio. Fill
out an application at www.iamcollegepro.com

3 bdrm.. Crim St., 1 1/2 blks from
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm.. Lg. kitchen,
util. rm, w/d. $825 plus util. Avail.
Mid-May . 419-352-7090.

4 bdrm. house $1200 mo. & utilities
Avail. June. Olf street parking avail.
327 E Merry 419-654-5716 or
419-352-1268.
721 4th St. 3 bdrm . 2 baths, central
air, dishwshr. Avail. May 15 $800
mo. plus dep S util 419-353-0494
Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups
No Pets. 353-8206.
Avail, next school year. 2 bdrm.
upper, furnished. Avail. 8/15. 3524773 or 265-1061

Women's Mountain Bike
Dark Blue 16" Raleigh M-60
Front Suspension. Grip Shilt,
V-brakes. all in great condition
Ready to ride lor SI25
Call Chris @ (4191378-2003

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

Personals
Campus Pollyeyes
2-4-1 stufled breadslicks
11 -9 dine in only

Buckeye Self Storage
Leasing for self storage for summer.
Call 419-352-1520.
House for rent starting May 8.
S490/mo 2 bdrm. on Clough St.
Close to campus, nice yard. Call for
more info at (734|678-2234.

For Rent

Campus Pollyeves
Big Screen TV
Happy Hours Daily 4 to 8.
Free Delivery 11 to 1 am Daily
352-9638.
Learn a skill lor life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted
Graduation tickets needed lor
9:30 Commencement. Will pay
Call alter 5pm 419-575-2381.
Graduation tickets needed lor 9:30
commencement. Will pay. Call alter
5pm 419-575-2381

"Efficiencies & studios avail, lor
lease by the week. mo. sem. & year
All util includ. Fully furn. cable TV
Please call 352-1520 for more inlo
"Lg. & sm houses ind. leases.low
as S220 mo . singles or groups.
Lg. houses now have dishwashers!
926-930 E Wooster, 6 bdrms.
303 Merry. Lg. porch. 3 liv..5 bdrms
321 Merry A-C. 4-6 bdrm, gr shape.
3071/2 E. Reed St. 3 bdrm, w/d, gar.
315 E.Merry dwn., 2 bdrms, incl util
316 8311 E. Merry Apts lg 2 bdrm.
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E Merry
»3 also EH. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
Summer only rentals available.
1 1/2 bdrm. up duplex. Private entry
& parking. Lg. outdoor deck &
fenced yard. Many perks. Pets ok.
S600/mo. Inclu util. 354-7257.

IBARTENDING' S300/day potential
No exp. necessary Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA
lohikan.800-488-432! lohikan com
Cleaning & maintenance people
needed starling May 10
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm
HAVEN'T FOUND THAT SUMMER
JOB VEJ? Island Bike & Cart
Rentals is still hiring lor jobs at PutIn-Bay!! Good pay. bonus and
housing avail Make SSS. have lun
al Put-In-Bay!! Apply online:
PliT-lN-BAY-TRANS.COM or call
419-285-2016
HELP WANTED
Jet Express High-Speed Ferry
Port Clinton to Put-In-Bay
Onboard Crew - Ticket Sales
Call 1-800-245-1538
Mobile Health Fair Team
Gain practical medical experience
in a mission environment.
Receive training & perform health
screenings tor audio, vision, dental.
& blood work
Minimum requirements: Interest in
health care. Possess an interest in
mission 1 year ot college study.
Additional skills helplul Dental exp
and/ or ability to speak Spanish.
Dates ot employment: 6/7/04 8/8/04. workweek is from Sun. thru
Thurs., w/ an occasional Fri
Salary: $2500 Room/ board while
traveling. For additional info & application please visit our website.

www synotiotBiecovenaPi org. Click
on "Links." "Mobile Health Fair Ministry." "Application." Deadline for application 4/15/04.

38
39

Male has room for rent lor a clean,
neat, responsible male. Furn. room
with freedom of house. $200 deposit. $300/ mo. No other bills 354-6117
Modem 3 bdrm. downtown apt.
$825/mo. avail. May 15. 12 mo.
lease. 419-354-1612 ext 301 or 351
MOVE IN NOW - ONE MONTH
FREE 1 and 2 bdrm apts. avail, in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water, and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.
One female subleaser needed for
the summer Own bdrm & private
bath. Located on Fifth St For info,
call Paul at 352-7372.

1 bedroom apt. 1082 Fairview Ave.
S390 mo May • Dec
352-6414

Roommates lor house Private bdrm
w/d. quiet street 2 blks. S of campus
10 mo. lease Aug-May. $325 & 1/3
ol util 419-353-3348 or 419-3267002

1,213 bdrm apts at 215-221
Manville Available May & August.
Call 352-5239.
12 month leases starling
May 15,2004:
404 E. Coun • 2 bdrm. apl.
2 person $550 + util.
420 S Summit - 2 bdrm. apt.
2 person $460 4 util.
426 1/2 S. Summit - efficiency
1 person $265 ♦ electric
605 5th A • 3 bdrm apt.
3 person $720 + uti.
905 Mourning Dove • 3 bdrm. house
3 person $1050 t util
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!

Aromatic resin
Treat as identical
Colorful arc
Confiscated
Singe
Ustinov film."_ and Juliet"
Friendship
Like a little lamb?
Bound
Present Persia
Amateurish verse
Celebration night
Instant lawn
Made over
Actor Chaney
«°
'A Death in the Family- JJ
'
AK
45
author
Roman Polanski tilm
46
ETs' craft
47
Puget Sound whale
49
Quick pace
50
'60s campus org.
51
Rescue
_ Am Rhein. Germany 54
56
Old World buntings
Protection Irom above 58

1
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9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
29
31
33
35
36
42
43
44

48
49
52
53
55
57
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Most desirable
Rugged cliff
Facets
Pastel shade
Residence
BYU location
Blockhead
Infamous Idi
Spread like wildfire
Military threat
Make amends
Synthetic fiber
Have a hero
Cry like a kitten
Pair
Devour greedily
Petty quarrels
Jed of •The Chris Isaak
Show''
Impending danger
Dynamic intro?
City in Tuscany
Foodstuff

Ship deserter
Moines. IA
"Do Ya" grp.
Set of values
Ultraviolet filter
Lowly Marine Corps rank
Has on
Exist
Label
Putter Palmer
U.S. second banana
Orwell's alma mater
Favorable responses
Makes a goof
Ominous

entrance
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Subleaser needed for summer in
Sterling Apts. Own bdrm., smoking
room. w/d. a/c Call 419-307-1080.

Subleaser needed for summer.
1 lo 3 people.
352-7365

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm.apts. available
Call 419-352-9135.
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* BRAND NEW *
The Homestead

I Id I

for Graduate students.

W.thinKton SI Rowling C.rr*n

419-354-6036
1st month 1/2 off!
Low security deposits!
(For Highland and Jay-Mar only)
The Highlands- One bedroom.
Laundry facilities in building. A/C.
Quiet! Starting at $395
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Gas
heat.Startmq at S510
The Homestead - One and two
bedroom, A/C. on-site laundry,
ceramic tile, soundprool
construction, dish-washers,
skylights, vaulted ceilings.
Additional Site to Choose Irom:
Summit HIM

Two great lofts, one bdrm,

Baked
Chicken
Ai Jilnfilf /torn 4 Jim 'III 10 pm
Half of a bakeJ Chicken icrved wiih
Mashed PotslOMi Gravy, Comhread
SluftinK, Vegetable and Coleslaw.

vaulted

ceiling,

skylight,

ceramic tile, high efficiency
heat, central air, dishwasher,
exhaust microwave, located
downtown w/ extra storage
lockers and laundry on-site.
S575 + utilities.
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
130 E.Washington Street, BG
419.354.6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

163 South Main Street

m« Fi,

Food Since 1972

BRAND NEW
5 bdrm close to campus. 1 yr. lease
required. 419-352-1672.

Heinzsite
Management Inc.

FILLING UP FAST

VNUmWWM

N

1 Home Depot

t

FREE HEAT
= VARSITY
=SQUARE
APARTMENTS

710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Bdrms
2 Bdrms corrrfe
and a bath and 1/2

J

CLOSE TO CAMPUS!

Management Inc.

CALL 353-5800 for an
appointment today!

Do you have reliable transportation?
THE BG NEWS is looking for a mature individual to deliver papers
for 2-3 hours starting at 6:00 am, Monday through Friday.
In return, you receive OUTSTANDING WAGES.
($10 - $15 per hour)
Only apply if you are 100% reliable.
Stop by 204 West Hall today for an application or
call 372-2607 for more Information.

m
NEWS

Hillsdale Apt, 1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Management Inc.

-1 6 2Bedroom
Apartments

Are you a morning person?

Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

419-353-7715 t=J
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For Rent

Apartments

Fall/Spring Semester
2004 - 2005
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Delivery Driver Needed
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STOP BY FOR LISTING

1 GYPSY LANE

>^ [419)355-1150 JJ

1

b H

• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

:

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

a

■ Laundry facilities

,;

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease
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For Rent

- Spacious kitchen

APARTMENTS

3 0
N 0

For Rent

• Patio

^709 5th StreerA

ANSWERS

1

On selected tloor plans
• Ground lloor ranch style
apartment with private

r- «*•
'" a dominant position
Clamanlc
Elements in
in Inlo.
telescopes
& so on & so forth
Put away for later
Conductor Antal
Captivate
Goddess of the moon
More aloof
Divided into sectors
1997 Indy winner
Luyendyk
59 Workout figs.
60 Means
61 Afore

ACROSS

House for rent. 3 bdrm. central air.
dish washer. 606 Clough.
$990 * util 419-873-0635

1 bdrm. unfurnished apt avail immediately 1082 Fairview. Call 3525822.

Help Wanted

27
30
32
33
34
36
37

3 summer subleasers needed from
May - Aug 1024 E Wooster.
Call Steve at 440-225-0288

1999 Infiniti 1-30. $6800. very clean,
loaded with power features, leather.
Bose CD sounds, new brakes and
tires 109.000 miles. 419-874-0709

IMPROVE YOUR
CREDIT RATING!
www. alsi. us/5626

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26

3 subleasers needed for May-Aug.
$300/mo. 3 bdrm WD. DW. heating.
A/C close to campus 419-352-2697

For Sale

Services Offered

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2 bdrms
Starting at S250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Bedroom

Toumhouses

• Carports
•IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise

1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $41 S/Mo.

Management Inc.

CALL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing
for next year.
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